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CHAPTER .I 
~RO~UC~IQ!i . 
·. Thl collaboration of the psychiatrist with the. social worker 
. jll 
in agency functioning has generally become an accepted method 
ot of~~ring the client a full m~asure of help and as repre-
sentihg the basis ot a sound treatment program. It bas been 
recogkized that this integration is a productive one. However, 
what ~his collaboration means to the individual client, how 
I 
,I • 
it sh~uld be used both by the social worker in the Foster 
II 
Home ~epartment and the client to yield the most effective 
:t 
resul~s is something which is still in the process of scrutiny 
and evaluation. Ee~ch agency, limited· by its structure, 
functiQn,s and practices, determines how best to pr0vide a 
working relatiCDiiship with psychiatrists to improve the .. services 
to clients. Among the major problems faced by this type ot 
relat!i.onship. are: 
1. What are the reasons for requesting. psychiatric 
cchsultation in the· casework. treatment? 
II 2. How are these recommendations utilized effectively 
in- fcrther casework activity? 
The purpose of this thesis is to make a qualitative study 
of the use of the psychiatrist on a consultiv,e basis by the 
Fostetr Home Department of the Jewish Family and Children's 
Service. 
1 
Ini'line with this purpose this thesis will attempt to 
I . 
indic"te: ~ . 
lo The casework activity preceding psychiatric consul-
ta~ion. 
2. At what points in the casework activity there is 
an integration of the fields of casework and psychiatry. 
3. What were the reasons for requesting psychiatric 
·: 
co~st+ltation. 
4. The recommendat-ion of the psychiatrist. 
5. The extent to which the.se recommendations were used 
I 
b:.vl the caseworker in further planning. 
METHdP AND SCOPE 
TJe writer selected for observation cases which were still 
actiJje in the Foster Home Department in l946 or were opened 
rofte; that year. Prev1ous.to tru.t date the present method 
of t e use of the psychiatrist by the casework staff of the 
Foat1r Home Department was not in practice. 
s~~enty-five of those cases were read. From these seventy-
five rases the writer chose fifteen which he felt had the most 
mate~ial to clearly fit within the scope of the Appendix. 
T-hesJ ~elected cases during their contact with the agency 
showEd: 
1. The use of one of the agency's consulting psychi-
a rists by the caseworker and the client for evaluation 
p rposes during the activity in the case. Thus where 
2 
a client 1 s history contained a psychiatric evaluation or 
re~~ommendat1on only from another source, or a hospital, 
clinic or other agency, the case was not considered. 
ii 2. A written report furnished to the caseworker by 
tle consulting psychiatrist of the results of his obser-
vstiens and recommendations as regards the client. 
3. Continuity of the caseworker~client relationship 
fl~lowing the psychiatric recommendation. 
T~f term 11 cl1ent 11 as used in this study-may be either the 
pare1t who is requesting help for the child and/or the child 
who Jbce1ves this service, 
T~~ term "psychiatric referral" indicates that the client 
was J1ven a definite appointment with the psychiatrist and 
that a written summary was furnished to the psychiatrist 
priorr to the Client I 8 ViSit. 
F~fteen cases were used in this thesis. There were nineteen 
psycJiatric referrals as the result of tne activity in these case~!· In three_ of the cases a parent, as well as a child,. 
was ~~~ferred to the psychiatrist. In three other cases only 
the ~rent was referred. In eight of the cases a child was 
- I . 
refe,red, while in a single case a boy was referred twice. 
As the Jewish Family and Children's Service is a multi-
func,i<>nal agency, space was devoted to-furnishing an adequate 
picture of the functions of the related parts ot this agency~ 
;. chapter was_ devoted to a dis cusaion of the psychological 
aspects of human development and the working relationship which 
at pre
1
sen't exists between the psychiatrist and the caseworkers 
~ . t d 1n·the departmen. under stu y. 
LIMITITIONS OF ~BE. ~STUDY. 
Thts thesis will not attempt to prove the value of this 
metho~ or pr0cedure in the use of the consulting .psychiatrist 
by thi Foster Home Department as compared to existing practices 
in other settings or agencies. . 
Du~ to the fact that many of th~ cases are still active with 
the !ency, while others have·been terminated, the final 
adjustment of the client is not within the range of this study. 
T ~~ s study is limited to children who were either def'initely 
undeJ! consideration f'or foster home plac·ement or already in 
:·1". 
p:La~~ment. 
I! 
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CHAPTER, Ih 
HISTORY AND FUNCTIONS 
OF 
THE JEW,lSH FAMILY: AND QHILDRENl S SERVICE 
The philanthropic endeavors of the Boston Jewish community 
can t~ace its history back to the period preceding the Civil I . 
War although at the time there were only about 150 Jewish 
ramilfes in Boaton.
1 
The· original roots for giving help started [i 
with financial assistance to early Jewish groups in this area. j 
This relief program was supported for a long period of time 
by va~1oua aid soc1et1ea. 
In~titutions, as part of the assistance program, made their 
appearance in 1888. The Boston Jewish Welfare Services 
dedic~ted a home which under the title of Heme for Aged and 
InfirP1 Hebrews and Orphanage, functioned a·s a combined insti-
tution for the aged and the housing and training in the 
~ . 
earn~ng of their living of children. 
II A ller this there a series of constant changes and additions, 
all 4rading to greater expansion and the creation or various 
servj~bes to meet the ever recurrent new needs being requested 
by tJe needy of the Jewish CfDmmunity .• 
I 
I l.Fifty Years of Jewish Philanthropy 1n Greater 
Bostdn, .1§9..5.-~ ·· 
5 
Tl: ere now· began to appear ·the separation and· spe·clfic cata~~riZation ef areas which demanded ene type- of .help and 
servlce as differentiated fr0m that required by a> different 
type J;1 As for example, 1 t became recognized tha-t children 
presJnted prmblems all their awn and the ~ewleh Child Welfare 
AssoJiatlon was formed. Its goal was the~,as today it is the 
goallof its sac.cesaor, the Jewish Family and Children 1 e 
Serv ce: 
I 
11o pr®:vlde care 0f those Jewish children-of Bosten who ~re deprived of a normal family life, such care te be 
given in accerdance with thebest.stand.arde ef m<&dern 
yelfare. and .. tf» the end. that a sound. and heal thy cl tizen 
~hall be created for the C<immunity; to premote and. 
(l1eneerve sound etandarde.ef nG>rmal :family .li:fe ameng. ~he Jewl~h families ef Bosten and provide a modern 
efficient casework service for those in need or in 
flstress due to ~hyszcal, mental, economical, domestic 
or other difficulty. 
Tte Associated Jewish Philanthropies in 19)0 ef:fected 
furtfer change in attempting to reach the abo.ve goal by 
recotnizing family service as the sole and foremost responsi-
1 bill · y of the social workers in various dis.trlc:·te throughout 
the ::ity and th~s was formed the Jewish Family Welfare 
Asse. iatlen. At the same time reorganizatlam called fGr the crea~ion o:f a child wel:fare agency responsible fer. eeordi~ 
natihg all child welfare work and for the e.stabllshment ef 
fost~r homes fer children. 
Ip. 1946 the Jewish Family and Children's Service resulted 
frem the merger of the Jewish Family Welfare.Assoclation with 
2. Purpe>ee Clause-By-laws 0f the Jewish Family and 
Child.ren' s Service of Boet•n 
6 
the Jjljwish Child Welfare Associati&n. Their purpose was 11te 
resto~e and maintain normal, happy family life, te prevent 
break<[.own of families and individuals by helping them to 
3 
build/up their. morale, health and ecengmic stability.!! I . 
FAMIL SERVICE I . . 
The Jewish Family and Children's Service, in cenfronting 
the vlrieus social .and economic ills of the Jewish community, I . 
appr0jches the problem from the point of view that the family 
is the basic unit. Thus the pr0blems which the agency epcounte s · 
embrabe such requests as assistance in illness within the 
famil~, marital. situations, ecsnomic deprivation and behavior 
,, 
problems of children in the home. This alae 1~clqdes services 
for New Americans referred to the Family Service by the United 
Service fer New Americans. The goal here is to help the new 
arrival in this country and cemmunity make a new ad.justment 
in every area in his mode of living. 
eff1:a:::c:u:m::: :::::~::s g:::r::~:Y ~:::1 ::t:: :1::::: d 
. radhr of Bost~n preper. These of:f1ces are called by the names 
of t1~ districts in which· they are located. They are Roxbury'·~·~ 
II 
Dorclester, Chelsea and Metropolitan. 
1. ~PECiaL SERVICE 
T1• purpeae here is to work with the aged Gr chronically 
ill individual. The workers utilize the community resources 
. I 
1 3. Statement of .Outline of Fun.ctien ef the Jewish 
.Famiiy and Children 1 s Service ... March 1952 
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a·uch as hospi tala and· heme·s of a nursing nature for the aged 
ill They alsG enlis.t the coeperation 0f public and tlle ill. 
resources for thE.t-purp0se. 
I 
CHILP ;tEN 1 S SERVICES 
!I 
Eiuher a gr0up setting er foster home c:are is available fer 
children wh0 are in need ®f placement. The deelsi,.on of which 
is ta be used is determined by the need ef the child at the 
point _of intake. 
Gr\9U,B Care 
Th~s is pr0vided through the use, almost entirely by the 
Foster Home Department, of the f<Dll0wing two settings: 
il 
Study Home 
Tbe primary purpose of the Study Home is to provide a 
diagnostic and eb'servaticm setting far those children whe are 
n@t as yet prepared te accept plac,ement in a foster home 
sett11+lg. This may be due tG> the particular child 1 s personality 
,problema c&r the parentaL attitade. The home may al se be used 
as a lemporary: shelter f®r a heme less child, or as a setting 
where~ the child may receive necessary psychiatric help. unde.r 
favo,able cQnditions which do not exist within his home 
,,, 
enviJonment. The population varies between fifteen and twenty 
chillren and the ages range from five to ten for the boys 
and Jive te twelve for the girls. 
Bradshaw H0use 
Tjis setting is used f0r adolescent boys from the ages of 
ten te eighteen years., It may serv-e ~simply as a home fer a. 
8 
i boy w~o is temporarily with0ut shelter or 
an ad~lescent in need of SQme psychiatric !: . . 
as a settiqg where 
centacts is enabled 
te accept and benefit frem theil. It ala® offers the eppor.;. 
tunit~ for correctiGn and better achievment in scbelasti~ 
werk as well as fQr devel~ping an understanding and acceptance 
of gr0up living. 
Youth Service 
Ccerdinated casework, psychological and psychiatric servic es 
are .n~de available te Jewish children who are living in their 
0wn Jomes and are referred by.the Juvenile Court fer assistance 
in dJ~gnesis and in the fermatisn ef treatment plans. This 
service is alae interested in any other preblems which an 
adelJscent bey or girl may encounter in b+s ewn home and in 
I . 
his 1elat .. iamship te other pe0 ple. 
· . Foster H~Ile Depa~tment 
11 The Jewish Family and Children's Service is i.p.terested and 
wish a to ceoperate and serve every Jewish child who is in 
I 
. 4 
needJof temporary or permanent care outside of his home.u 
Tre Foster Heme Department accepts fer placement children 
from /I infancy to eighteen years of age. The type of cases 
·I 
accepted fall largely 1nt(j) the f011Gwing.categor1es: 
1. Children who present behavior difficulties are 
afcepted fer placement when all efforts at keeping the 
child in his own .. :P,ome setting have failed, an.d in order te 
4 .. ~~ p.- 7· 
9 
heJ p him regain 0r attain emotimnal s.tability. 
2. Unmarried m0thers - In these c·ases there is n0 
ag~ ,: limit • 
3. Ad0ption. 
4. Court Cases- Children wh0 get inteseme difficulty 
in the cG>mmunity.and are breught before-the- c0urt. 
5. PrGtective care - (a) Broken homes (b) Illness 
of child (c) Illness ef parent' 
Wi~h the exception of emergency placement children are 
accepued for a particular setting within the .Foster Heme 
Department after an evaluation of the problem by the. intake 
we;rker through interviews "\iiTi th the parents and with the child 
ff he is eld enough. 
Tbe caseworker in centinued interviews with the client 
furnishes a description of the type of service or help which 
the Foster Home Department can offer in a particular situation. 
The J~rents are provided with an explanation of the type ef 
placl!!htent available and to what extent placements are superv1sec. 
The >Jrker pGints eut visiting regulations and the need fer 
adhei 1~nce to these in terms of the situation. There is a 
disct·ssion of the agency's expectatiens of the parents as te 
finaJcial arrangements, the necessity of regularity ~;.v1:~:tts· 
if i~ is agreed upG>n and the necessity f<l>r discuss.ion ef 
Prsb:Lems revolving about the foster home with the worker. I . . 
who randles these with the fGster IIGther. If the child is 
®ld enough teo enter into a discussion of the impending 
. 10 
placement, this is also worked through with him~ 
Thj caseworker arranges for the type of home to 
censu~ting the home finder for available homes and 
be used by 
selecting 
the o e which appears to fill the need cpf the- particular- child. 
II 
Plans. are made w1 th the parents for -a definite dat-e- of placement e 
The ~rente are tCDld to bring the child to the office as this 
is thb actual separati0n peint. I-n the case- of an infant or 
very fGung child, the nurse of the Foster Home Department is 
intro~uced into the interview in order te receive a c0mplete 
histG·"'Y of the child. The :parents then sign the medical 
autho~ity permit, agreement to p1ace and agreement fer payment. 
Th~ claewerker furnishes the parent with the foster home addresl 
an·d the date authorized for the first visit .. 
·· Usually the agency requires a lapse CDf several days befere 
all&Jing the parents to visit. This is dene in order te allow 
for Jnitial adjustment 0f the child to the new setting. As 
part of the placement procedure the child is taken by the 
c_ase"rJ'orker to one of the agency physicians for a preliminary me~i]jal examinati~n f0r signs ®f any contagion before it is 1 " . 
breu~ht to the foster home. 
D]ring the placement period the casewerker is in censtant 
centlct with the child, the fCDster parents and the parents, 
if t1ey.are available, in ®rder te carry out what may be the 
case~ork plan. When the situation has reached the point where 
disc rge of the child is irdicated, arrangements are made SG 
that all discharges take plac.e at the agency office. The 
11 
child and parents have been made aware that this point is not 
the te
1
rination 01' agency 00ntact, but whenever' it has been 
recCDg1i·
1
ized and accepted as part 0f the farther helping process 
there ''is a follew-up period by the casew0rker t0 help the child 
in itJj readjustment t10 ita hGme. 
Tht caseworker of tho Foster Home Department in successive 
cGnta~ts with the child, its family - usually the parents -
graduilly is able tiD ferm a dynamic picture 0f' the emotional 
life lf the child in relation to those who surround him. The 
manne~ in which the child uses his family, the f'G>ster h0me · 
~r 0tler settings and his casewGrker furnish the w0rker with 
' ~.·f the clues i d t ti i 1 i s•me  necessary n er er_ o cCDn nue n p ann ng 
fer a normal develepment. Placement, when used, must be 
~art ~f the wh®le living experience of' children and the goal 
~t' tbe foster home setting is at all times t& prepare the child 
f(j)r a life of mature independence. At the same time the 
case~erker CDf the child in placement attempts te have the 
I parer'Js recognize their c::>wn part in this setting and that 
treailent ef the child, ne matter how adequate, is n® a~surance 
01' •iccess if the parents are net ready te be hel~ed to some 
unde1standing ef their own demands and attitudes. 
Eef'ore accepting children o~ other young people far 
intensive treatment, an attempt should be made te improve 
lhe youngster's emotienal difficulties in living by 
rreating the significent adult or adults who seem ts be 
1 5. Helen Leland Witmer and others, .J;sychia tric 
Interviews with Children, pp 9-15 · 
12 
r~sp®nsible fGr the cendi tion of the y®ung persCDn. 
F 
1 
equent.ly the children do nGt need tre.atment whgn 
t e responsible adults are reached successfully. 
II The responsibility fG>r recognizing the need for psychia-
trio pensultation rests largely up&n the caseworker. This 
resp~~sibility is shared with the supervisor and Case Censultan1. 
The Foster Heme Department of the Jewish Family and Children's 
Service uses psychiatrists 0n a c@nsultive and evaluative 
basis wh~n indicated, thus leaving treatment within the 
.existing setting essentially as a casework service. When the 
case¥\orker reaches the stage with the client when it appears 
that further pregress of the client is blocked by the apparent inab~~ity of the client t0 accept anything further on a case-
:~ 
'I 
work basis, the case is then reviewed in CIDnference with the 
supeJvisor and the Case Consultant in order te evaluate 
whetlier casework.methods have been tested or exhausted and 
ir tte client has the capacity te accept this additi•nal step. 
Gases selected for psychiatric censultation are usually ~ . . . . . 
thosll presenting a f0rm of questi$nable behavior or la~k of 
prog~ess suggesting the possibility of important factors which 
are ~ot immediately evident. Other cases also may be referred 
ill f@r ~onsultation in order to reassure or reenforce the ease-
l' 
w®rker•s planning by securing additienal knowledge ef the 
clielt•s capacities. 
T~e .movement tGwards psychiatric help begins with the 
case~orker who prepares the client. Due to a variance in the 
I 6. Freida Reichman, 
PsycnotheraPY, p. 56 
-
.. 
M. D., Pr~nciples,~ Intensive 
13 
ages ~nd pr~blems ef the clients ef the Fester H®me Department, 
I the s1peed in movement towards psychiatric c0ntact will also 
I' 
1:, 
vary. The psychiatrist is interpreted te. the client as a 
pr®f1jsienal person who, with his greater experience and 
trairhng, can furnish additional helpo Up(i)n acceptance of 
the dlient f0r this additienal help the preparation of a 
paycJiatric summary is the next step. The w®rker prepares a 
cemp{ete summary of the situati0n,1nclud1ng the reasen for 
the Jllient 1 a application tG the agency, length of centa.ct, li - . 
cliett's backgreund, complete experiences during agency 
cent~ct, a0cia.l situati~n ef the family, if the client is 
part i,of a family group, rela tienship w1 th other members ef the 
I 
·f$.111ily and pertinent indi viduale in the client' a environment, 
as w~ll as finally the reascns f®r asking that the client be 
seen by the psychiatrist. The summary is sent t0 the psychi-
atrist in ample time before he is te see the client. 
TLe fact that the psychiatrist meets the patient fa~e to 
fac~~~ acts as a seurce ef inestimable value b0th to the client 
and ~he psychiatristo The client feels that the caseworker 
.I 
II has 'a real interest in his pr0blem as he is giving his this 
addJ~ienal prefessional help. The psychiatrist sees the client 
as Jlliv1ng person and not entirely as a picture furnished in. 
a w1~tten summary. This, no d•ubt, does play s0me part in 
the evaluation and summary as furnished by the psychiatrist:. 
Pr0l ably in many cases where the psychiatrist may have seme. 
fee :ings in regard t€> specific re cemmenda ti@ns, this personal 
II 
14 
persor,al centact with the client can be the b~sis ef eliminating 
at times seme slight doubts in the do~er's mind with regard t0 
II perse
1
ality, behavior ®r strengths of his patient. 
' 
Th :! psychiatrist sends back te the F0ster Heme Department 
I 
the r~sults of his interviews, as at times mcare than one 
interfiew is utilized ir the initial interview was non~preductive. 
Fear interviews is the limit set fer diagnostic purpeses, but 
if thl psychiatrist feels it is necessary, this number may 
be 1n~reased. His material usually eentains a descriptien ef 
the c~ient, his attitude tewards the interview, his resp®nees 
te it and the client 1 s own· st0ry. Finally, the psychis:trist 
furnishes his impresaiens, interpretat iems, and recmnmendatiens 
fer t~pe ef furtheT treatment by a casewerker. At the same 
time [the psychiatrist attempts t0 strengthen the werker's 
relat~enship with the client SCJ that he may return te the 
w~rke~ with increased cenfidence in the werker's ability to 
help. 
A~/ a further step in f'Gcusj,.ng the recemmendatiens furnished 
by ht, the psychiatrist has secured an orientati@n as to the 
limiiations and functiens 0f the Foster Home Department and 
has .~ 1 familiarity with the agency i a me thOde and purpese. This 
allC!n s the psychiatrist te utilize in his recsmmendations of 
trea ment seurces those disciplines in the ~epartment aTailable 
f'er he client, such as special types ef' scheela, the type of 
sett ng er fester heme for the child. 
15 
I\ 
ii 
Tljle more directly an agency takes emotional problems 
i~to censideration in carrying out its functions, the 
m~re some measure of direct dealing with emotional 
problems in its functiens, the greater is its need to 
uyilize the services7of psychiatrists as part of its ~rdinary precedures. . 
T~re is also received by the caseworker in the psychiatrist'' 
reporf the indicated symptoms of deviations in the functiena 
of thi client. This is of censiderable help te the caseworker 
in h:is attempt te evaluate and reach cenclusions as to whether 
a speJial type of placement or treatment is necessary or if 
work•{ should undertake some feasible treatment plan on a 
casewa>rk basis. 
Th l psychiatr~sts 
1 
 used by the Foster Home Department are 
not r garded as members 0f the staff of the agency, but are 
used ·n a censultive basis as the need arises. Only f0r specia 
I 
reas01s based upon the emergency need of the client or the 
nece~ ity of meeting limitations ~f the psychiatrist•e available 
time s the agency office used :fGr the psychiatric interview. 
Thl usual procedure is for the client t0 be seen at the 
QfflcJ ef the psychiatrist and for the psychiatrist to send 
back l written report to the agency. 
I AlthCi>agh the caseworker in the F0ster Home Department has 
. I 
the maj0r responsibility CDf working with the child and the 
parenJ frem the moment of intake te the point of discharge, 
the fJll®wing additional allied resources are utilized within 
I -
1 ?.Fredricka Neuman, 11The Use of Psychiatric Consultatio 
by a qasework Agency, 11 J<!lurnal. CDf Social Casework, 26; 216, 
Octeber 19!+5 
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the department in order to afferd the child the fullest service durin~ ita contact with the agency: 
·II Medical 
II Th~re are twG medical decters available to the homes which 
II have P,hildren in placement from this department. In case of 
illne~s, or suspicien of illness, the fester homes use these 
d®ct~~s fer medical treatment of these children. The dooters 
are slsei> used ~n the day of placement for a final exa.minatien 
fer ~ny possible c®ntagien or illness. 
Trere is a werking relatienship with the medical eutpatient 
clinJc of the Beth Israel Eospital for requested cemplete 
medidal. If this hespital is unavailable, tDther medical 
resetrces are used. 
Psy;cljia:t,ric. 
Tte F®ster Home Department of the Jewish Family and Children s 
,Ser,vtce bas the use of twa psychiatrists and a psycheanalyst 
who are used ®n a censultive and evaluative basis as the need 
arisla •. These serve all 0ther departments of the agency on 
~I . 
the same basis When psychiatric treatment is indicated or rece~ended fo: a client, the various outpatient, ho•pital 
and ~hildren•s clinics are utilized. 
Psyehel~Jgist 
The Foster Heme Department, like all the e~her departments 
ef the Jewish Family and Children's Service, utilizes the 
services of the psychelegist ef the agency when the need is 
indicated as part ef the casewgrk service for the client. 
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Nurse 
Thefl' is a fall time nurse' att'lc~ed. t& tbe F~eter Heme 
Department. This nurse is at all times cencernea with the 
II' ~~dica~ situatien of infants and new b®rn babies in placement. 
The infants are subjected to regular periedic visits frem these 
nurses In case of illness, change of diets or formulae, er 
cemple~i®n of varieus immunization series, the nurse W@rks as 
- a tea, with tbe agency docters~ Necessary hospital examinations, 
when J~quested by the dectors fGr a particular infant, are I . 
-arran /fd by the nurse, and when infants are returned te the 
naturJ/1 parents, there are foll@w~up visits by the nurse to 
help he parent in fell®wing through any medical planning. 
Heme linder 
In a f®ster heme department whose primary functiGn is one 
ef fu nishing various types of homes for permanent and short 
term placement, the home finder fills an essential r0le. New 
hemes must be sought in the community. Bef®re a home can be 
II 
used ~t must be carefully evaluated from every aspect in ®rder 
te gi~e the child a setting which will furnish him ••~tional 
and ~hysical stabi~ity. At regular intervals homes which 
: 
have ~een used must be reevaluated te denote any significant 
chan~_es, and then there are homes which have been tried and 
11 feur:d wanting" and must there:fore be discarded. 
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CHAPTER III 
.___ 
THE ROLE OF THE CONSULTING PSYCHIATRIST 
l N THE _FOS'r:Eli HOME DEPARTMENT .... THEORY AND FUNCTION 
The hield mf social w0rk haa accepted the fact that the 
profess~on has underg®ne a gr~wth of startling and tremendous 
pr~port~ona within a apace ef comparatively few years. New 
values lav,e emerged through the experiences and awareness 0f 
' il 
casewor 'ers as they have penetrated into cleser and deeper 
areas eJ.l· human pr01 blems .. These values are largely psycholegica] 
in addi t
11 
en to previous accepted evaluatiens of the ecenomic, 
I. 
religiocs er seciolegical. 
II With lfhe develepment of the new peint ef view that man 
liaS not ordained to meet a particular fate and that in many 
il situatiops he was unable cGnsciously tG centrel his behavior, 
!I 
varieus concepts began te emerge. Society begah te sl®wly 
-· re.cogniz~ and accept the fact that man. was the resultant product 
II ef the e~virenment coupled with the pressure of social ferces, 
i 
and w.ith this the effects which these ferces had exerted within 
and with·ut the individual. The origin, growth and use of 
II 
these ps.~cholegical implications were subjected to cltlser 
scrutiny\and manipulation by the secial werker. 
I . As t~e field of secial w0rk began te be m~re and more 
awar~ of the values which the psychological field had 
to offer, it began te utilize these values. Essentially, 
it w~s rece.gnized that· goals in1beth fields were princi= pallll fee used en one objective.·-
,, II _ 
1. Virginia P. Robinsem, A Changing_ PsycholG€£Y in Socia;; 
Casework 11 p. 14 
II 
I II 
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I~ the various approaches t® these problems, it is felt 
that the client is at all times the central figure. In an 
effo~t te help the client maintain the rights ef self~ 
dete~minati~n, it is the duty of the caseworker to offer him 
il ever~ tool 9f every resource and every ~ype of skilled help 
and ~owledge which is available in the field of human 
dynsmice. As the objectives are the same, there is no deubt 
thai at some peint the psychiatrist and the s®cial w®rker 
. i 
res~ 1a.ve their parallel goals into a c0mrnen setting. ~sychiatrists and caseworkers alike are interested in 
'~rom@ting a more effective mental health in developing 
ways o! meeting the many problems that arise from the 
stresse~ and strains of in}ierpereonal and environmental 
,forces. 
~oth greaps have a deep C$ncern for the well-being ef 
:the individual in psycholGgical distress, a c®ncern 
lthat embraces b®th his protectiam against inept treatment 
and the extension to him of ·a~ full a measure e! assistance 
as is realistically possible.) 
d 
is the psycholG)gical adjustment ef the client began te 
I penJtrat.e deeper intG> the environmental planning of the 
caseworker, it SGGm became apparent that the service being 
givln to the client was incomplete and that there was another 
II fac,~er which entered as a very essential part ®f the treatment 
II 
eqLati~n.. This factor was ®ne which at times carried a great 
I 
de~FJ. e>f emetional feeling. The process of recmgnizing such 
fe~lings and.evaluating their ability to be handled en a 
2. Annette Garett, 11 Historical Summary of the 
Evclution of Casew®rk, 11 Journal of Social Casework, 30;229-
23< , June 1949 . -
l 3 .. Florence Hollis, 11 The Techniques of Casework," J® rnal £f Social CasewtDrk,30; 23~-240, June 1949 _ 
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casewowk basis inv~lved at times the unraveling of complicated 
II emotions. In many instances these feelings may have been 
I 
suppressed for many years and t0 b~ brought to the surface 
for recognition and treatment could only be d~ne in the 
safetJ~'/ of a psychia trio setting. 
11 Af research into the dynamics of human behavior reveals 
more ~bo!l't the complexity of the human psychological structure, 
the p:rroblem of therapy als0 becomes progressively more c0mple~. ~ 
Ch]ld welfare also shared in the increased understanding of 
behav~or. At present there is an acceptive awareness of the 
. 1\1 
impor~ance of the childhood period in causing and perpetuating 
adult problems. The greater understanding that is gained of 
those '!depressive forees which are 0perative in the formation 
.I 
of thf child's persenality, the greater is the planning with 
and f~r the child. A childhoed beset by various tensions 
cannot be lightly dismisa.ed as time spent in "growing up', nor 
as a weriod in which parents and society seek to manipulate 
or ex~rt various pressures and influences. 
"T e childhood period has a distinct value of its own t0 
~~ . 
the ctil.d and it creates its own prob;ems which require a 
speci[ ic understanding and handling.'' 
Tb~ reeent White House Conferences on Children emphasized 
4. Irene M. Josselyn, M. D. , "·The CaB'eworker as a_. 
Therapist," J®urnal ®f S®cial Casework, .29: 351, November -1948. 
5. Lucille N. Austin and others, Child ~herapy 
Case-w~rk. with Children, p. 3 
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II 
the necessity of providing service te children whose home 
condi1lens or individual difficulties required speclal I 6 
a tten1 i'on. The tncreasing use ef bearding home care n0t enly 
fer de pendent children but for children who are handice.pped by · 
' li 
emetiQ nal conditiams, or who have cenduct or pers@nality 
pr~Dbl~ 1ms, is an indicatic>n of the present accepted trend of pr0viding each individual child with the type of care in the 
partitiular setting which would best meet his need. 
T~e first·· requirement fer holding a home is choosing the 
r~ght home in the beginning. To de this, it is necessary 
t~ understand the child; with the reseurces 0f psycmiatrist, 
p~ychol0gist, medical clinic and study h®me te use as n~eded, the chances of obtaining a sufficiently full 7 
p£cture te guide us in our planning are greatly enhanced. 
Inithe Fester Home Department it is usually, although not 
i 
always, the parents who move to help the child as the child 
cannst seek help himself. The casewerker is the central ~ discipline, as this is the first person the client enoounters. 
lj 
At·this initial point 1t isimportant that the werk&P 
deterline as far as possible the pers&nalities ef the indivi-
duals involved in this request fer help. The parent, pressured 
bv ei her uncenscious motivations or tensions and strains of 
- II 
meder~ living, appears requesting help for a child, who 
throukh association may be acting out results of family 
te.ns+ns. __ ' The caseworker effers te this greup a specialized 
6. Dr. Ira De A. Reid, 11 What do Children Need?" 
Child ielfare,30: 3-6, July 1951 · 
7. Draza Kline and Helen Mary Overstreet, Mai!\t,a,ining 
Feste~ Homes through Casew0rk Skills A paper given at the 
Nati-cp.al Conference of Social Work, Atlantic City, April 1948 
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type f?f service. 
It lis the casewerker•s cancern whether the client is really 
·' 
willirg and has the ability t® accept the help offered. 
Plac·ement involv.es the trauma. of separation of child from paren •a 
and t~e feelings of parents faced with possible inadequacies 
in re~ard to the contr®l er supp0rt of their child. It is 
I therefore not enough that the worker beceme aware of the 
activ~ties of the child as shown by its behavior and its 
paren11s 1 descriptiens and complaints, but there is an®ther 
area jt0 be explored. This is the one in which it has spent 
its f~rmative years - the family •. The caseworker has to be 
! 
cence~ned with the weaknesses and behavior patterns of 
variop_s members ot' the family unit. This w®uld be necessary 
in er~er to gain seme knowledge ef the crisis which br0ught 
the ~equest t'or placement and what the prognosis is when the, 
retur~ ~f the child to its heme is c&ntemplated. Many times 
the Jry.ocess of reccugnizing these feelings at intake and 
evaluating their ability te be handled ~n a casework basis 
may tbrce the werker te recognize the existence ef dee~er 
drive,b and emoti~ms. It is often difficult fer the parents te 
I, 
•! 
m0ve .~s it may invelve-feelings of guilt and inadequacy which 
;t 
may 1:,~ pr0jected upen the child. The child who is in c~nflict 
with parents, unable to adjust te its envirenment or facing 
sepaiatien from parents, dees not often present clear cut 
~1agrostic signs. Many of these sympt®ms are difficult te 
evalcate Gr assess witheut the evaluation of the child analyst. 
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In establishing the general level 0f treatment the 
1\ ' del1th of the neuroses, the extensiveness t0 which it in :elves the total persGmality and the relat~ve strength 
of the ego a.re all important considerations •. 
Or f mee-t the needs of the unmarried mother wh0 
. · ,: • as a pers<Dn might be said to be endlessly unique 
vaz1atiena of certain fundamental persenality patterns 
thst· extend indeed far beyond the C9nfines ~f this 
specific means of expressien.9 
As the Foster Home Department became more cencerned with 
,i 
the eme1t;ional pr0blems inv®lved in dealing with placement it 
was fel~ that psychiatric consultation was strongly indicated 
I! 
at various peinta in erder te determine the suitability of 
a ferm pf treatment, for further diagnmsis and exploration ef 
the dyn~mica of the case, f®r the fermulatiGn of a treatment 
;! 
plan an;:L for reevaluation as treatment pregresse'L 
The paseworker in a fester home department is cencerned 
,, 
with thii child on the reality factors of placement; i.e., 
the pall of aeparat10n from the family unit, the child's 
persena"lty difficulty as they effect his adjustment teD the 
placemer~t, the use Gf the s0cial and school experiences f0r 
' li 
a posit ~~e gain, his understanding· of the parent-child 
relatio ship, and his acceptance of future g@als. 
The ~sychiatrist, acting as the c~~sultant, io invmlved in 
exploraJion and diagnosis of any disturbances effecting the 
----·'+.\s""·--...... F;:;lorence Hollis, uThe Relatil!lnship between Psycho-
social D)lagnosis and Treatment," ~!1.~ ef Social Casework, 
32: 72, Feo~uary 1951. · 
1~. LeGntine R~ .Young, 11 Personality Patterns 1n Unmarrie~ Mothers, ·11 The Famllv, 26:13, December 1945. · II --'-"-~ - "" · · 
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child II in Grder t® gain a deeper understanding and place the 
casew~rker in a better pesitien t® evaluate the childrs capacity 
fer b~ing helped in placement. Evidence of pathology emerging 
durin~ placement again places the psychiatrist in a p®.siti®n 
te fu~nish an evaluation tG indicate whether a child requires 
I further treatment, er that psychiatric treatment is unnecessary 
I 
and that the casework precess and placement can best serve the 
needslof the child. 
Th~ caseworker, in fsrmation of goals f®r the child in 
I 
place 11 ent, can receive further clarificatiom and reenforcement 
II 
Gf th casew®rk geals threugh gaining a deeper understanding 
®f -th~ childr s capacities and limitatiens. 
I 
Tbe caseworker in a placement department is in the strategic 
positi•n ~f bringing inte play those services which are needed 
by tbe child and t® allew for their integration with casew®rk 
in tle areas where the client will be most benefited. 
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I 
'I he 
groups. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION OF Q!§§ MATERIAL 
fifteen cases used in this thesis fell into three 
The basis for this grouping was the .similarity of 
/I 
reasor.s used by the caseworker for requesting psychiatric 
consuJtation. The first group consists of three cases which 
resulted in five referrals; the second group, seven cases and 
eight referrals; the third group, five cases and six referrals. 
Group I 
.n this group the reason for requesting psychiatric consul-
tatior.i was the evidence of some emotional disturbance 1vhich was 
'I 
noted lat the point of intake. The group contains three cases 
which resulted in five referrals.. In the first two cases both 
the c11ld and the parent were referred to the psychiatrist, 
while in the third case only the child was referred. 
I 
DAVID M. MRS. M. (Mother) 
SEX - MALE 
I 
Age a 1~ psychiatric referral, s 
1
x years 
Age at psychiatric referral, 
forty-five years 
David was the only son of middle-aged parents. Mrs.M. 
requi~ed frequent hospitalization periods for various ailments. 
David was seen as an overactive, restless child, erratic and 
undis iplined in his behavior. 
Mr. M 
inter 
of li 
who w 
The marital situation was an insecure and unstable 
was a cold and aloof man who felt that his cultural 
sts were incompatible with his wife's desires and mode 
ing. He saw David as a child born bad and mean. Mrs. 
s a factory worker before her marriage at the age of 
one • 
M., 
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thirt~~three, was a dependent and immature woman who became 
easilv confused in her planning and activities. 
I David had been handled in such a manner that his 
infantile develepment period had been prolonged in all areas 
by his mother. When parents appeared with David for further 
help he was alm0st six and completely unmanageable. He could 
not p~y with other children as he attacked them. In his 
relat· enship to hie parents he was als0 aggressiTe, striking 
and s~itting at them. He was eneuretic and complained of 
vari<l>PB physical aymptems for which a medical examination sho1r1e. 
no or~anic basis. The social worker arranged for the boy tG 
be acpepted by a behavior clinic for study and treatment, but 
the clinic was of the opinion that the boy should be placed. 
The parents were ambivalent t0wards this but mother's illness 
ferced them to accept the proposed plan for placement ef the 
bey a,t the Study Home where he sh<Dwed a slight improvement. 
After/·! a short stay here the greup left for a camping per1CJd9 
Davi~ beeaae sick and had to be sent back for hospitalizatio~, 
the ]:~rents·' consistently delayed the b0y 1 s return te placement 
put as his behavior at home became completely unmanageable, 
they were forced reappear for help. _ 
. Ih view of the almest uncontrollable behavior of David 
at tbis. tim.e and the erratic and difficult persenalitiee .. 
whici: the parents presented, it was felt that psychiatric-· 
evaltati@n would pr®ve helpful at this intake point prier tc 
the 1ormatien 0f the casework goals. The caseworker worked 
throtgh the acceptance for thie referr~l at the point of 
intalj·:·The paychiatrist saw the boy and hie mother ror 1nd1-
vidu [ interviews. It was his opinion that the parent seemed 
to b I unable to show_any firmness or C$nsistency in handling 
her En, and the boy suffered the consequences. Mrs. M. used 
her ~~emplaints of illness t0 overshadow other interests and· unti~ she was helped t0 clear up some .of her fears and :reelinga 
in t~t area she would be a difficult subject te accept planning. 
Mr. ~· appeared to be incapable of showing any real feeling. 
in r~1gard to the family problem. It was evide.nt that the boy 
was ~asically unhappy and insecure~ David showed a need for 
comp~ nicnship, but had not yet learneg. to get alemg with 0the.re 
The psychiatrist felt that it weuld be to David'e 
adva1tage te be placed in a group setting such a..s_the Study 
Home f~r training in group living under firm but kindly 
disc pline. Rewards for being a little better shcHlld be 
discduraged and he should be given the impression that he is 
like th~ other children rather than being different or "bad11 • 
The caseworker csntinued contacts with the parents. 
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As thf~ faced the anxiety of separation fr®m the child, the w®rke~ handled the various feelings produced and prGvided 
reass~rance for the parents and child se that placement could 
be co*leted and sustained. David, after a period, began tc 
show adjustment and acceptance ef the gramp and, aleng with 
this, ;:an ability t® accept limi tatiens, beth in the group and 
in hi'' relationship t® his caseworker. Mrs.-. M. was helped 
to resume medical examinations and treatment for her various I . 
complaints. In time Mr. M •. inf®rmed the werker that his wire 
was e~owing positive gains in her medical .cendition. They 
both ~ad also bec®me aware ef a change in their sen's behavior 
As placement CGntinaed the boy had an occasienal lapse int® 
a pha~e of his former behavier, but it was ®f a minor nature 
as bakically growth centinu~d ®n a healthy level. 
t C 0 M M E N T S · Th caseworkers - ther~ :e~e-m~re :hat ene due te the 
length of the placement - were the central and meat pesitive 
i! 
I figur:s "for this family greup. The M. family neede-d l!lnder-
l 
stand~ng, acceptance and directi®n for all its members in 
order to allow them t® centinue functiening and te attain 
eeme growth. As the family setting all®WS. no ®pp®rtu.nity, 
due to the basic immature and CGmflicting pers.amalities of 
the ptrents, for the bey te attain nermal. satisfs.ctions, 
placlj ent was arranged fer David. This was .accG>mplished by 
the j~rker through the ut1l1zat18n e~ the cemmun1ty resources, 
spec fically, a children's behavior clinic. The parents 
I 
f®Un 11 it diffiCUlt t® aCCept thiS and the result WaS a 
broken placement. However, a meaningful relati®nship appears 
te ht:ve been formed. by the casew®rker, as the parents did 
retuin to the Foster Home Department as the need for further 
help ar0se. As all members ®f the family showed this marked 
instEbility of relatienship and cemplete misunderstanding of 
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ene ar' 1d other, and David was almGst unmanageable in his 
behavJ0r at this time 1 it was ~elt that psychiatric evaluation 
o:r th1
1 
entire f"amily greu:p would :prove helpful in ascertaining 
the eristence o~ possible deeper components o~ illness. This 
integration of the psychiatrlc evaluatie~ provided additional 
help n future planning as it furnished a clearer understanding 
0r thi existing capacities and limitations of the members or 
this nit. With this recemmendation, the casework plans and 
I c~ntaits proceeded alsng the indicated areas, which was the 
place 'ent or David at the Study Heme, a group setting, and the 
refertal of Mrs. M. t~ medical clinics fer necessary treatments 
MURRAr W. 
SEX -MALE 
Age a~ psychiatric refe~ral, 
tw~lve years 
'* * * MRS. w. (Mother) 
Age at psychiatric referral 
thirty-nine years 
/I Murray was the third ®ldest in a :ramily of five. Beth 
mothef. and rather were intelligent educated people and very 
much ~nterested and c·gncerned in receiving help for the boy. 
The m~ther presented a picture o:r a rather passive and anxious 
womadl who felt highly threatened by all per_ S€m 1 s aggressive 
e;cts [and she admitted complete inability to c0ntr~l M. Only 
the f[ather, by the use of threats and force, was able to · 
exert some controJ., but as he worked leng hours the burden of 
MurrB.~ 1 s care rested largely on his mether. 
In the initial c0ntac:ts with this boy, the caseworker 
noted that he showed a good understanding and psychological 
testing revealed no patholegical fact0rs. Gtmcurrent inter-
views with the boy's mQther brought out the fact that fo~' _ 
many ~ears she had allowed herself to give in to the boy's 
slightest demand in order to maintain a harmonious relat~0nship 
until, as at the present time, the b®y was in cemplete contrel 
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! 
~ I 
ef' t ~e home s i tua ticrm and hi a ewn act iens.. Mrs. \'/. felt 
immo pilized by his destruct.ive threats and admitted ths.t 
m0st 1~1 times he u.saally carred them eut. On the stirf'ac:e Murray 
pres~1 nted a smiling attractive appearance and allewed an 
easy 11relatienship to be :fermed with him. Although he had been 
:fear ,ul e:f the prospect o:f medical.examinatien, due te the · 
factlthat 11 needles 11 were used, he c®uld accept a psychiatric refe~ral without any anxiety. 
[i Although he was only eleven years eld when his parents 
appeared at this agency with him, the bey had already been 
involved in a variety ®f trG>ubles which included setting 
:fire~ and stealing. Truancy from schoel had brought him 
befote the attenti~n o:f the ceurt. Destructiveness in the 
heme;: his demineering attitude tewards his siblings and his 
phys~oal attacks en ether c~ldren had also caused seme 
neig:b0rhoed feeling. On the basis of these activities 
refe ,ral was arranged. 
I[ . 
1 The psychiatrist felt that this bey required a temporary 
sepa 
1
atien frem the f'amily befere he weald prove amen~ble 
fer ~~urther help. MQrray, at this peint, seemed te be unable 
te· c~lntr®l his intense sibling rivalry which had appeared at 
the 1:Dirth of his yottnger sibling. There alsCll appeared to be 
a qujstienable rels.tiff>nship between this mother and her sen 
:from which they secured a neurotic satlsfacti<i>n. Ther~ appeare~ 
t0 b neD deubt that the boy's destructive hyperactivity in 
the :qome w®uld centinue and weuld pr®bably lead te.physical 
threats against his mether. It. was the psychiatrist's rec0m-.mend~ti0n that Murray be referred tG> a boarding schoel or a 
grou setting which all0wed f~r psychi~tric centacts as 
c0nt nued treatment was indicated. 
l The casew®rker oentinued c&ntacts with the bey so that Murr y was able t0 leave the home and accept placement at 
trealment center. At the same time the parents were also 
seen by the caseworker in <t>rder to help them handle their 
feel if ga ef failure in their attempts te deal with the pr0blems 
whicl~ Murray bad presented. They were ala® made aware of 
the .tresent :fecua of treatment and the part the par.ents had 
in rEhabilitation ®f this family unit. 
COMMENTS 
---------
Dte te the many anti.:.sCDcial aymptems presented.by Murray 
it became apparent at intake that here existed the ·possibility 
ef a seri®usly disturbed personality. The initial meetings 
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·i 
With 1
1
b.e bey were used to determine his intellectual fun~tioninf 
,\ 
which tested go®d and a cemplete medical examination which rulec 
eut tl e possibilities. caf any patholG>gy. -The showed a leng 
and centinucaua history of cemplete lack of ccantrel, wantGn 
I 
destrc'btiveness and inability ts adjust in any s0cial area: .• 
The relatienship that Murray had with his parents at this 
peint ap~eared to be fixated at an unhealthy level. Any 
attemJ~B at cGntinued treatment or planning on a ca.sewerk 
' 
level lid not appear feasible at this point until, threugh 
psycjhk.tric referral, the evidence or .extent ef any psycho-
path® lgy was determined. The resulting evaluation and 
reoe ~ndation of additimnal profeeeiomal opinion of the 
bey•sjfbilities and limitati®ns as.siste. a. the casework planning 
towar .~ more realistic goals. The psychiatrist, in evaluatien 
ef thj: position Which the bey's mother occupied in this 
setti~g, was ale~ helpful in furnishing a clearer understanding 
of MrJ. W. 1 s capacities for participation in the treatment 
plan at vari0us pointso 
* * * 
ARTHUE 
SEX .;_JMALE 
Age a psychiatric referral, thirteen years 
, Arthur first came to the attention of this agency when 
he wae ten years Gld. At that time parents requested agency 
guida.rce in various problems which were besetting the family. 
The f~mily consisted of the parents and the six children. The 
Jl 
father who was fifty-ene years of age, was a slight, sickly 
loeking man affected with a heart cenditien. Altheugh he 
appear~.d to be a quiet and c®urteous type he was intensely 
dislik¥d by his children due te his fiery temper, his rigid 
disciplinary methods and frequent severe beatings which he 
inflicted upon the children. The m®ther was a heavy set, dull 
individual who pr®ved very ineffectual in attempting to bring 
up thel' children. 
There was c0nstant frictien in the family and the 
casewo ker was involved in planning f0r the needs of the entire family~ Concerning Arthur, initially arrangements were made 
fer him to be sent te a camp. Here be showed himself te be 
a verylquiet, reclusive type of b®y. However, he could not 
tGlera~e the slightest reprimand and upem those eccasions, 
Gr whe~ he was crossed, he weuld react with a display of 
temperlll sobbing or sulking. After the camping period the 
family brcke centact and was not accessible te 0ffere ef furthen 
help. 
When he was thirt.een Arthur experienced a .short peri®d 
of ill~ess, after which he refused te return te schoo.l. He 
would rot leave his heme, l®cked himself in his room and gave 
varied and unrealistic reasens fer this behavior. Although 
his father beat him, the bey remained adamant in his refusal 
tQ rethrn t~ schoGl. There was seme difficulty in setting up 
a meaningful relatienship with the bey, but he did preve 
I 
access ble to an acceptance of an immediate psychiatric consul-
tatiGn with the agency psychiatrist. 
The psychiatrist felt that there was little doubt of 
Arthur's being a very disturbed b®y emetienally. There existed 
an unn~althy constituti®nal cempenent, as evidence~ by twe 
sibling-s in a mental instituti®n. The abusive father and. 
ineffe~tual mother were alae faetor~ in tending t0 create 
and po~sibly increase the severity of the bey's illness. How-
ever, ithe bc;,y had goed intelligence and showed very positive 
qualit~es which might be salvaged in a setting away from h6me. 
The psfchiatrie recemmendatien was fer b®arding school which 
pr0vid~d centinued psychiatric and casew®rk centacts. 
The caseworker .planned with the boy and the family 
f<I~r th~ acceptance of this type Gf plac·ement. This included 
cemple~e medical examinations fiDr Arthur and th~ accumulation 
of all,other social, family, develepmental and scholastic 
data w~ich had to be furnished to the residential treatment 
center prior to their acceptance ef the bey. Further casew0rk 
c0ntin~ed,after the bey left f0r placement,in the areas of 
family centacts in erder that the parente allow Arthur t0 
remain at the schoel and s® that they ceuld werk with the 
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settin@ in preblems which entered inte future plans for the 
bey. ij 
In 
1
1ew qf the past knowledge of the family background and 
) 
his tor 11 there seemed t® be 11 ttle doubt that when the family 
reques ed help in this crisis of Arthur, any type of beneficial 
planni g ceuld only be offered after a psychiatric evaluation. 
The serieus and oTert behavi®r symptoms indicated the need for 
seme flrther expleratien of the depth of this bey's emotienal 
disturtance at the p®int of intake before any realistic goals 
or pla~ning could be fermulated on a casework level. The 
psychiatric evaluation alae furnished the worker with a 
IIi basis for·determining the need as well as the type of placement 
J: . 
which ceuld benefit Arthur, as the psychiatrist indicated 
that the boy's home setting was not amenable for initiating 
or att~mpting t® carry through any beneficial planning. The 
casework continued aleng the recommended lip,~·~, reshltting 
in a a~tting which offered Arthur the opportunity .tG start 
• to gro~ in a more normal and healthier manner. 
* * * 
Greup .ll 
In ~his group psychiatric evaluation was requested because 
of the symptoms which emerged in such a marked manner during 
the casework activity as te interfere with the client's 
abilit~ to function in an acceptable or comfortable manner. 
This group consists of seven cases and these rysulted in 
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eight eferrals. In one of the cases only the parent was 
referr d and in another case both the child and his mothe.JT. 
ANITA 
SEX -
five cases furnished five referrals for children. 
Age at: sychiatric referral, seven years· 
This child beca~e known to the agency when her 
mother ,appeared requesting placement as she, the mother was 
to be ospitalized for a serious illness. Mrs. 1. did not 
comple~1ely recover from this illness but began to show signs 
of a m~ntal breakdown and shortly after her afuaittance she 
died ii the state hospital. 
I! Mrs. L. had married at the ~ge of forty-one Mr. L. 
who waE}i then fifty-one. Anita was their only child. At the 
initia!l phase of the placement for this six year old girl 
the fa her, who was a fairly intelligent laborer, showed 
some i terest in her adjustment. However, he resented greatly 
his unluccessful marriage and especially the fact that his 
wife's mental condition had pre-dated their marriage. As the 
placem nts proceeded it became increasingly more difficult :for 
Mr. L. to show any interest in his daughter's welfare and 
after 'lis wi:fe 's death there were long periods when he 
disapp~ared completely. 
1 
Anita was at her first foster home for about six 
months , but due to the fact that the foster mother had to go 
to a h 1;spital this placement was broken. The social worker fom1d ~nether home and in this second home there was some 
diffic l1ty in adjusting as the child showed a great deal of 
aggres 11 ive behavia. When she had been there four months the 
foster mother required some medical attention and at this 
point nita developed excessive temper tantrums, was destructiVie 
and ma '1y times followed her tantrums by vomiting. She :felt 
that s '1e had made "her ~ther sick. n 
Due to the behavior and the demands of the child and 
the in bility of the foster mother to handle her, the social 
worker arranged for another foster home to accept Anita. In 
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this h@me her early adjustment was good as she -r~la ted ---to-~~:-~~---------
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new fo~ter mother. However, she began to test foster mother 
with s 1milar patterns of aggressive behavior and destruc-
tivene s. Her foster parents in their contaets with the 
casewo ker exhibited ambivilancy in their acceptance of the 
child ~ue to the recurrent anti-social and nonconforming behavi~r and verbalized their indecision regarding further 
providing a home. But, as they had developed an affection 
for th~ child and were anxious to continue in the situation, 
worker! felt that additional professional knowledge of this 
child ~ould be helpful towards further planning. 
The psychiatrist's diagnosis was that the child was 
not to seriously disturbed to be handled in a foster home. 
He fel' that her temper tantrums were striving for attention 
and af~ection and were the resultant psychological factors 
causedl/1 by past insecurity and a disrupted family life from 
early ~nfancy. He also felt that there was no need for 
syste atic treatment_at present. The psychiatric recommen-
datio :; was that since a further change represented a great 
risk •t should be undertaken only if the foster mother could 
not b _:helped to understand and accept the particular needs 
of th~lchild. It would be more helpful to allow Anita to 
remai 1 in the same environment and continue sustaining the 
foste parents. The caseworker continued to work with the 
child nd the foster parents as indicated by the recommendatioN. 
These parents became less threatened by the child's behavior 
and m 
1
re accepting so that the placement begap to show results 
in a 1ore meaningful and heal thy relationship for both the 
child nd the foster parents. 
0 0 M M E N T S 
I I certain amount of anti-social behavior is expected and 
handlfd by the worker with the foster mother as placements 
are m de. However, when the behavior reached the extent 
which it did with this child it was felt that psychiatric 
eval tion was indicated. The p3 ychiatrist was able to 
confi/lm the fact that although the child's behavior had 
I) . 
reach 1 d a critical stage, the symptoms were not of such a 
as to be unable to respond to an understanding foster 
home setting The worker could proceed in a strengthened ==4~====~j~==·===================================================#========= 
II 
11 
I 
and me I in~ful way in h~lping the ~oster moth~r to ~ continued 
un~ers.and1ng of the chlld's behavlor. On ttirus basls of 
mutual acceptance both by the worker and the foster mother 
the ch"ld was able to continue in an understanding and 
accept ng environment and did not have to fact further 
change and further creation of anxieties. 
SYLVIAjT. 
SEX EMALE 
I 
* * * 
Age atJpsychiatric referral, nine years 
I Sylvia was known to the agency at an early age. When e was three her parents appeared requesting placement 
as Mr~!. T. was being hospitalized for a terminal illness. 
The c:tl~ld's mother died shortly thereafter and the child 
was al[l.owed to remain in placement while further plans we.re 
made fth her father. 
I Little was known of the mother except that she was 
an i ~elligent woman who became ill immediately after marriage. 
Mr. T , however, proved to be a difficult, immature person I 
who s~1 emed unable to Ulldertake any realistic planning. He had a~rays been a poor provider, was unemployed for long 
perioqjs of ti.rne and showed little strength in any areas. He 
interjered constantly in the foster home settings by injecting 
distui!:bing incidents in the child's life. He was continually 
quarr lsome and could not accept the restrictions of placement •
1 
He appeared to be of dull intelligence and s~ffered I 
attac s of epilepsy. He drank consistently so that a 
meanl*gful relationship either with his child or the worker 
seem beyond his a hili ty. After a period of placement 
Mr. T refused to allow a continuation of this type of agency 
settirg and removed the Qhild against social worker's advice. 
There followed a period of private boarding and attempts to 
estab ish himself in a home.of his own. However, he apparentl~~ 
felt ~hat the situation was beyond his ability and voluntarily 
returned the child to the agency. ' 
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At the child's return, her problem appeared to have 
heen a gravated. Again the caseworker was faced with the 
task o helping Sylvia to adjust to a new setting and was 
involv d in medical appointments, school visits and social 
activi y planning. Sylvia, in residence at the Study Home, 
contin ed to be withdrawn and could not he brought to parti-
cipate ,,in group aeti vi ty. She was eneuretic both day and 
night. She was slow in her school work and her teacher 
report~d her as a day-dreamer, requiring constant help. At 
times ~he was a feeding problem, appeared dull and unhappy and 
displaY.Ied temper tantrums. She was jealous of attention paid 
to oth r children. Whenever her father visited he always left 
the ch ld quite disturbed and it was noticed that he would 
contin~ously and excessively fondle and caress her. As 
Sylviaicontinued in her setting without any changes and as her 
actions did not appear to diminish, she was referred to the 
agencylpsychiatrist for evaluation and for help in further 
planni1g. · 
, The psychiatrist diagnosed her as a disturbed child 
with a;serious neurotic personality. Although she seemed to 
be intellectually dull, it was felt that a great deal was due 
to emotional blocking. It was his recommendation that Sylvia 
be rem ved from the group setting and placed in a special 
foster home where she could have warm and constant attention 
by a t~lerant individual. It was also the. consultant's feelin 
that contact with her apparently unstable father should be at 
a min· um·and on a watchful oasis. 
The social worker selected a foster home with an 
experi .. nced foster mother who was capable of accepting a 
diffic l'l t child. Sylvia 1 s bed-wetting disappeared and she 
appear 11 d to become more relaxed and happy. The worker at 
the s 11 e time continued the contacts with the child's father 
so tha he could accept this with a minimum of interference. 
Arrang 1ments were worked out so that he did not visit the child 
in thelfoster home but in the agency office under the worker's 
superv·sion. In time 1 due to reasons beyond agency's control, 
the c ·1d moved into another foster home setting and in this 
move 11 s sustained by the worker so that in her· new placement 
Sylvi 1/ held on to her gains. As the child became more secure, 
she bian slowly to show improvement in other areas. She was 
affectionate to her foster parents and sought their love, 
even i sisting upon calling herself by their name. Towards 
the wo ker Sylvia began to show a healthy relationship and a 
meani ful one. Visits were also made by the social worker 
to th school in view of Sylvia's previous scholastic difficult es, 
but her teachers began to speak encouragingly of the efforts L 
and p ogress shown by the child. Contacts continued by the 
----
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casewo~ er showed Sylvia appearing to emerge as an emotionally.! 
health II individual. · 
:: 
forced to live through many traumatic :episodes 
due to the death of her mother and the instability of her 
father. The Foster Home Department, through its caseworker,. 
remain the one foca~ point which was concerned with the 
child• 
emotio 
worker 
development in 
I 
:al and physical 
1
knd at times an 
I 
i 
all areas. The father's various 
disturbances had to be handled by a 
authoratative approach was used so 
that t 1e child could benefit from placement. The child t s 
~ laek ol adjustment in the group setting, as shown by symptoms 
::l e::~:: ~ i::s t ::::~::::r:s t::d w:::::~a~:Y:::: t:::i ::~ u::i o• 
was thJ~ utilized in determining the extent of the disturbance. 
I 
The ps lchiatric recommendations that the girl needed a foster 
home i ' preference to a group setting and also a controlled 
contac I were used as a basis for further planning and for 
a diff~:rent type of understanding with the father. The agency 
could montinue in a more protective role by controlled office 
visits 
* * * 
SAMMY 
SEX - LE 
Age at<psychiatric referral, six years 
'I 
I SammY, an attractive and intelligent child, was a 
little 1over five years of agewhen his J;Rrents requested help in sec ring some type of day care for their child while they 
sought employment.· The parents based all their difficulties 
on a l~crk of financial resources, but both appeared quite 
inadeq~ate and of limited understanding. The father had a 
histor~ o£ mental illness. The mother, many years his senior, 
was a ~ighly aggressive and domineering woman of an excitable 
and superstitious nature who found it difficult to relate to 
any re~listic planning~ The caseworker arranged for medical 
examin:~.tion due to the poor physical condition which Sa-mmY 
showed In his behavior he was inclined to be hyperactive 
with a tendency towards destructiveness. The casework plan 
was .for a period of foster home care in order to meet some 
of thelneeds which Sammy indicated. However, the parents 
could hot accept the limitations of the foster home and the 
Qhild [as removed. i 
i As the my showed an increasing need for help· the 
paren~ 1 ac?epted placem~nt at t~e Study Home •. It was o~served that 1~ th1s group sett1ng he d1splayed pecul1ar manner1sms. 
His grl~atest confusion appeared to be in the sexual area. He 
found t difficult to identify with the masculine members of 
the gr~up in play, but appeared to find his greatest pleasures 
in con~inual association with'the feminine groups in the home. 
He had a great need to wear girl 1 s clothing, his movements 
and actions denoted a feminine type of grace and his drawings 
in the art group contained confused sexual connotations. As 
these behavior patters continued it was felt that further 
planning would be more meaningful if a psychiatric evaluation 
could ~urnish some additional knowledge of the personality 
II proble!P. , 
· II The psychiatrist who saw this boy stated in his 
diagno~is that Sammy was a severely disturbed youngster in 
whom ~ere was at present an inability to form definite 
masculine identifications. He felt t~at if this boy remained 
untreated there would eventually ar;is~ a problem of hor.1o-
sexuality or severe obsessive compnlsitre neurosis. It was 
the psychiatrist's recommendation that arrangements be made 
to have the boy accepte.d for treatment at a children's mental 
hygiene clinic. 
The caseworker, through continued contacts with 
Sammy and referral to the designated clinic, was enabled to 
carry out the recommended step. Throughout the treatment 
perioc the worker faced a continual pressure from the parents 
in thEir attempts to manipulate the entire situation. However, 
as the treatment continued and the relationship between the 
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parent 
1
j and the worker of the Foster Home Department became 
more m aningful, they could accept the group placement 
more e sily and reached a point of allowing Sammy to move into 
a fost rhome with a recognition of the limitations involved 
in thi plan. 
the 
caseworker, through interviews with the child and 
ents' became aware 'of the e:xd.sting factors in the 
ttfug' ·and- of· the fact that it offered no o:asis for 
contin led work or planning for Sammy. The child's need for 
medica attention, the evident extremely emotionally unhealthy 
family l.uni t - a domineering, superstitious and difficult 
II 
mother· and an extremely weak and unstable fa the·r -·was not 
allowi g for normal and healthy growth of the child. The 
initiaJ foster home setting may have been too threatening to 
II the parents as the mother could not accept it. This placement 
was duration to provide worker with opportuniti 
some valid observations. Contact was maintained with 
the f ily, so that at the appearance of a further crisis with 
conti 
serio 
than 
a group placement at the Study Home was attempted 
to provide-a more controlled setting for the family 
closer observation of Sammy. The 
by the boy pointe~ to a possible 
and a nee:d for a deeper understanding 
be secured in a casework setting. The 
psych·atrist furnished the worker with some significance 
child's behavior and provided the necessary recommen-
datio of how it could best be handled. The worker referred 
JJ 
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Sammy t1 a child behavior clinic ror hie problem. At the 
same tile the parental feelings and relationship to the entire 
problem of placement continued with the caseworker. 
,, 
II 
LAWRENC~ D. 
SEX - M[ALE 
* * * 
Age at p~ychiatric referral, 
ei~ht years 
MRS. D. (Mother) 
Age at psychiatric referral, 
thirty-three years 
. When Mr. D. was seen by the caseworker he was 
requesting help for a problem which he felt largely concerned 
his witF. He stated that her behavior, specifically her desire 
to conV!~ert to another religion, her questionable companions 
and he disappearances from home, would force him to divorce 
her an . break up the family. They had two children, a boy, 
six an~ a half, and a girl, five. Their mother's activities 
were c~using the children to be neglected. Although attempts 
were ro4ide to contact Mrs. D., she proved extremely erratic 
in kee~ing appointments. During one of her disappearances 
from hebme Mr. D. requested placement for both children as he 
was unAble to provide any home setting for them. They were 
placed in the Study Home on an emergency basis. 
After placement Mrs. D. appeared more- frequently, 
bat he personality was always a very hostile one. Her 
early istory revealed that due to the death of her parents 
she ha, been brought up in various foster homes and had experi-
enced ·ifficulty in making early social and work adjustments. 
•I Interv"ews with her consisted largely of tirades by her against 
all ex~sting social orders, so that it was difficult to keep 
her wi~hin the limitations of reality thinking. In view of 
the di~turbed picture which she began to present the caseworker 
arrang~d for psychiatric evaluation. 
· I The psychiatrist diagnosed Mrs. D. as an extremely 
anxious woman who harbored insecurities in_many areas of 
her personality. There appeared to be many deep fears and 
fantasies centered in the sexual area, so that at this time 
she co~ld not accept the role of a wife. It was the opinion 
of the psychiatrist that planning for the ~eturn of the 
. children to a possible home. set-up of the natural parents 
shoul_c be deferred until the woman received some form of 
treatrrent because of the borderline schizophrenic nature of 
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I the men ;,al diStllrbance. Althoa.gh this was the goal set by the 
worker, :Mrs. D. felt threatened by any approach towards 
treatme~t and continued to resist this plan. 
. . il Lawrence, after his placement at the Study Home, 
appeare ·~ to show a slowness in his reactions and in acceptance 
of dire~tions so that at times the staff wondered if he 
anderst od them~ Testing showed he was of good intelligence. 
He wollli play by himself and seemed withdrawn and occtlpied. 
He did ot appear to be interested in school work and stayed 
back a rade. ~~en the worker arranged for the boy to go to 
camp, t e experience was not a pleasurable one for Lawrence 
as he w~s unable to form a relationship with other boys. 
Althollgh as a whole there was slight improvement 
in Lawrence's adjustment, he gradually' began to regress. 
He wolll~a masturbate to an excessive degree and developed various 
nervouslticks. Since he continued to lose weight, medical 
examin tiona were initiated to determine any possible organic 
basis 
1
ibr the existing behavior. When these proved negative, 
a psycJ~atric referral was arranged for the boy. 
The psychiatric findings were that Lawrence was:a 
seriou ,,ly maladjusted youngster who was at this point absorbed 
in mast
1
urbation or in substitutes of a rhythmic nature. He 
I 
was als;a a frightened youngster who was the bearer of many 
anxiet~es especially daring the darkness of the night. These 
distur~ances were of long duration and would require a protractei 
progra~~· of study and treatment for which the psychiatrist 
recomm:nded a child mental hygiene clinic. The psychiatrist 
also r ,, commended that a more careful observation should "Qe 
kept o~ his sleeping habits and group activities due to 
II Lawren·e 1 s excessive attempts at sex play. 
I The worker referred Lawrence to a children's clinic 
where jle was eventually accepted for treatment. Physical 
arrang 1~ments were also instituted in order to allow for closer 
sllperv' sion of the boy's plan and sleeping habits. Both 
parent~ continlled to be seen by the caseworker so that at 
points when the clinic had occasion to interview the parents 
this was arranged throllgh the caseworker. As treatment 
continued, the caseworker was engaged in sustaining the 
findin~s of the clinic in regard to Lawrence's relationship 
to his placement and his parents. 
COMMENTS 
---~"-.-t-----
n mee:ting the needs of the entire family 
casewJrker was involved in many areas in order 
'I I 
group the 
to allow the 
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I placeme}t and planning to continue. The caseworker was active 
I 
in accepting the children from a non-existent home and providing 
placement so as to furnish both a protective source and an 
opportu~ity for observation. The mother, in her disturbed 
state, !sought to involve the children in her marital difficult-ie3 
and unr~alistic pressures. She admitted to the caseworker her 
desire ~o use the children to 11 pllnish 11 her husband. The 
eventua~ psychiatric referral disclosed the fact that she 
was clearly a disturbed woman who was limited in her ability 
i! 
to plan for the children and who could offer very little 
in her ability to plan for the children and who could offer ~ . 
very 1 ~tle to them. 
A] hough initially Lawrence, after his acceptance by 
I 
I 
the Foeter Home Department, did not appear to be unduly disturbe~, 
his syrptoms became more marked after his return from a short 
'I campin~~ period. In the use of the psychiatrist, the evaluation 
and tr1ilatment plan were arrived at for this disturbed boy. 
The ca ework process of maintaining placement continued with 
the ch~ld mental hygiene clinic handling the actual treatment 
as ind~cated. Scheduled conferences between the staff members 
of thellclinic and the staff members of the Foster Home Depart-
ment c~ncerned with this boy were part of the treatment plan 
where ndicated. 
* * * 
1\ 
II 
l'IR. J. I 
SEX - M~LE 
Age at psychiatric referral, thirty-nine years 
II The J family consisting of Mr. and Mrs. J. and 
their t~o children, B., aged seven, and the girl, C., aged six 
arne to ~he attention of this agency's Family District due to 
a strai~ed marital situation. Mr. J. was married to a non-
Jewish [woman and he related part of his difficulties to this. 
Mrs. J. was accused by him of attempting to convert the two 
children to her religion, of being constantly away from the 
home so that the children suffered fr~m neglect, and of being 
unfaittful to him. 
1 Mrs. J. finally deserted the home, leaving her 
husbanc. with the c.are of the two children. He made tremendous 
effort:
11
j' in this direction and showed a great deal of interest 
in the~r physical care, but he was unable to handle the home 
and ea:Je a living. The children beg.an to show behavior proble mr 
and whdln the school authorities complained of the girl's stealin~ 
at sch~ol and the boy's truancy their father felt that he could I 
no longer hal'ldle the situation. He appeared requesting placemenit 
for thj boy and the girl. 
After the children had been placed at the Study 
Home, ~he mother reappeared and for a time visited them. How-
ever, ~he eventually secured a. legal separation from her 
husban and ceased all contacts with them. G., the girl, while 
in pla?,ement showed great unevenness in her behavior. She 
varied/!from hyperactivity and crying fits to extreme passivity 
and de •ression. She was capable, however, of forming a 
meanin': ful relationship to the Study Home staff and the case-
workerjjso that her adjustment slowly showed signs of becoming 
more apceptable. She also required a great deal of medical 
attenti:lon and the worker handled this with the father who 
was fe~rful and suspicious when in a few instances minor 
surgerw was indicated. 
B., her brother, appeared to be a sensitive, under-
standing boy who was affected in a deeper manner by his past 
experiences and the chaotic behavior of his parents. He, 
unlike C., attempted no acting out of his anxieties, b!J.t vJould 
occasjonally be found crying after a parental visit. He was 
well :iked by the other children, related easily to the 
casewcrker and did well at school. At one time there was a 
problEm of masturbation, but the worker arranged for a period 
of psJchiatric treatment and the boy appeared to have been 
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helped .• 
At the time of his appearance requesting placement 
Mr. J. ~resented a picture of anxiety and tension. During con-
tacts w~th the worker Mr. J. formed a good relationship and 
freely ~erbalized regarding a great many of his feelings and 
fears. /At the same time some peculiar behavior trends began 
to emer~~ so that the caseworker attempted to direct Mr. J. 
for psyphiatric contact. The client had a fear of mental 
illness - one of his brothers was in a state hospital - and 
completely rejected this plan. Mr. J., in his interviews with 
the worker, eventually showed enough strength and ability to 
accept some understanding and insight into his problem. There 
was consistent progress in improving his reality living situ-
ation snd by his own efforts he started a small business. 
Throug~(· ut his agency contact, which he maintained on a 
regula basis, he showed the greatest interest on behalf of 
his ch dren and appeared to have a strong love for them. When 
the mo~fment of the children from the Study to 8 foster home 
was in oduced, Mr. J. began to insist strongly upon having 
his ch dren home. Although Mr. J·. had made progress in his 
genera] adjustment there were many evident neurotic components 
in his I1!Personali ty. When a psychiatric referral was again 
sugges .ed Mr. J. accepted this. 
The psychiatrist gave as his opinion that Mr. J., 
in spi e of his occasional immature and unrealistic planning, 
was very much interested in the children. He had always in 
the pa~t, when faced with great difficulties, arranged that 
the ch ldren receive proper physical care and would probably 
contin¥e to do so. There was no .evidence of any psychoses and 
his relationship with the agency was a good one so that case-
work B~rvice could continue in the home. 
After the children were returned to their father, 
Mr. J. 11 remarried. As the family unit was reestablished, 
furthe : service was discontinued by the Foster Home Department 
as Mr.~J. broke contact. 
COMMENTS 
--i-------
~~though in this case it was the lack of a proper home 
for tbe children which brought the problem to the attention 
of the Foster Home Department, it was evident that the 
parental figures were the more disturbed elements of this 
familJ unit. Both the children did not appear to be too 
traumaMled as they began to show adjustment to their setting. 
1: 
The worler was concerned in securing medical help :for the 
girl anc: the recognition of the boy's need :for a short period 
of psyc 'jotherapy. Further planning :for :foster home placement 
was int rrupted by withdrawal of the children :from placement. 
Mr. J. ~ppeared to have gained a great deal in his contact 
with thE caseworker in that he began to function on a more 
adequatE andcomfortable level. In view of the client's :fear 
of psyc~iatrists, worker handled the client's :feelings only 
in thos~ areas in which the client appeared· comfortable. 
At the point of desiring to reestablish himself with his 
childre he recognized the help he had gained from the casewor k 
relatio~ship so that he could accept psychiatric referral. This 
was use~ by the worker to provide protection for the children 
and thelman as it furnished additional professional evaluation 
II 
of cliewt's stability and limitations. It also indicated t. . that al1.~hough the man's actions and ideas, as they emerged 
during ~asework interviews, showed evidence of neurotic 
II components~ there was no appearance of any psychosis. 
',\ 
MICHAEl~~ 
I 
SEX - 1/.~LE 
* * * 
Age at psychiatric referral, fifteen years 
I Michael, a fourteen year old boy, was referred to 
the Foe,er Home Department by a city hospital where he had been 
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receivi·~g treatment for rhetlmatic fever and asthma attacks. 
The doc~ors felt that the home environment was a contriblltory 
factor ~owards lack of improvement in the boy's health and 
advised,consideration of placement in a foster home. 
,, Michael was the youngest of fotlr siblings and tl_le 
home wa~ considerably overcrowded.. Dt1e to his medical condition 
which h~d existed for many years, he was tlnaqle to participate 
in acti~ities with others. He was restless, t1nhappy and cot1ld. 
not acc~pt his illness. 
His family either ignored or seemed to show no sym-
pathy fbr hiS medical conditi.on.. His father, a regtllar in the 
armed forces for many years, was hostile and critical and · 
showed po interest toward the boy while showering affection 
on the other children. The mother was oversolicitotls and 
indtllgept, with the rest1lt that the parents constantly qllarreled 
over t ~ handling of the boy. 
II 
'I 
1! The caseworker, with placement as the initial goal, 
worked ~ith the boy and his parents towards acceptance of this 
step. 1[n the foster home Michael adjusted well. He gained in 
sel;t'-c<;»/4fidence and also showed a lessening. in the ntlmber and 
severiuw of his asthma attacks. The worker, in contact with . 
the pa,~nts, saw the father as a dependent individual who found 
it.dif. ~cult to accept too much responsibility for helping his 
son. ichael's mother appeared to have a great deal of gllilt 
over hj[.s condition and at the same time seemed to be unable to 
drop her role of oversolicitiotlsness. Following a home visit 
aft:er ~~ year in placement, his mother insisted that M:i,chael 
remain ::at home and the boy began to reque at this. Although 
the cat.eworker felt that this step was not indicated· ·the pressuJ e 
of the::'e people resulted in the boy's rettlrning home. 
Ill After a short period at home Michael began to stlffer 
from r~ct1rrent asthma attachs and was missing considerable school~ng. There was also some tension between the parents 
in reg~rd to the boy. Michale began to feel guilty over this 
and fe~t that althollgh he shoald leave the home, he had a 
great ~elactance to do so. He became depressed, confused, 
began ;o fail in school and showed no interest in any social 
acti vi r"Y· The caseworker, in view of the emotionally upset 
condit on and rectlrrent.asthmatic attacks presented by the 
boy, a~ranged for a psychiatric referral. 
The psychiatrist, after interviewing Michael, felt, 
that a thot1gh the. boy appeared at this time to be emotionally 
anstab e and easily tlpset, th~t his conflicts were very mt1ch 
on the st1rface. His present illness showed a true psychonetl-
rotic ponflict. The psychiatrist stated that althollgh the 
boy wa~ suffering from the lack of tlnderstanding on the part 
II 
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of his f ther, there existed a relationship with his mother in 
which th: re was a great tie of affection, so that the boy felt 
that he elconged at home with the rest. of his family. It was 
the reco endation of the psychiatrist that as it was his 
present eed, Michael coald remain at home bat shoald definitel 
be treat1 d at a psychiatric clinic. Continaed efforts shoald 
also be ade to have the father modify his attitade towards 
his son. 
Michael was referred by the caseworker to a psychi-
atric clinic and he followed throagh in the acceptance of 
appoint ents for treatment. The parents were related to the 
treatme t plan by follow-ap contacts with the caseworker. As 
the cas continaed with the boy in his own home, further 
activit was referred to the Family District office as is the 
proced e when there is no consideration or indication for 
placeme t. 
I 
immediate problem involved the caseworker in 
the indicated medical problem as diagnosed by 
This necessitated an anderstanding relationship 
boy and his parents, in order to have all concerned 
recognize the need and acceptance of placement. While the 
boy waslin the foster home, the caseworker helped Michael 
to cont~nae medical treatment so that definite benefits 
!i 
resul te .. • It appeared that parents could not accept the 
cont inu /1 tion of the improvement the boy was showing and that 
the boylabsorbed some of this feeling, with the result that 
placeme twas terminated. The mother's guilt feelings 8 nd 
• 11 . 
oversolrr-citousness also played a large part in this. The 
II 
worker '' emained in contact with the family as is the policy 
I 
of the Foster Home Department when a child is returned to its 
I 
~!F=h=o=m=e==s=e~~·ting in order to help in the readjastment process. 
,I 
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When a <lrisis developed which showed itself in the recurrence 
and sevJrity of Michael 1 s asthmatic attacks and depressions, 
the cas~worker was concerned in securing acceptance by the 
client ~or psychiatric evaluation. With the recommendation 
of the psychiatrist, treatment goals were set based on a 
deeper nderstanding of the client's presenting illness. 
After Mrchael was accepted for treatment by a psychiatric 
clinic vhe caseworker referred this case for continued service 
to the ~amily District as the Foster Home Department no longer 
had any function in' the situation. 
* * * 
FRANK 
SEX - 1-i!ALE 
Age at psychiatric referral, seventeen years 
Fnank was a boy who was born in Europe and shortly 
after 1Ce outbreak of the war arrived in this country with 
his br~ther. He was nine years old at that time and upon his 
first ~ontact with the agency. Both parents were unable to 
leave marope and soon died as a result of deprivation. 
f There were a few changes of foster homes until he was fi ally placed in a home where he remained for a long pe.riod He remembered little of his earlier years but 
inform~tion indicated that life with his parents had been 
depresJing as there had been economic distress and marital 
diffic lties. He was very small and presented a feeding 
0 t proble~ from the very beginning of placement as he often hrew 
up his !breakfast, refused to touch bread and showed a dislike 
of man& foods. He could not get along with other children as 
he wou~d hurt them in play and they rejected him. He also 
requir~d some farther training in toilet habits and the 
foster mother described him as very slow to respond. When he 
became involved in misdemeanors in the foster home he would 
project the blame on other children. Although his relationship 
0 
to hi foster father was a passive one) he would cling to his 
foste mother as he had to face each new experience. There 
was a 
1
',discussion by the worker with a psychiatrist at this 
point Jin regard to the boy's adjustment, but the boy was not 
refer ed for a consultation or a diagnostic interview. 
As time went on the boy began to adjust in the home. 
Many 0f his former habits began to disappear and his foster 
parents began to describe him as affectionate and much more 
acceptable. He began to do better school work, joined club 
group$ and seemed happier. However, as he emerged into adoles-
cence I he again began to shov-r some of his past behavior in a 
diffe~ent manner. He appeared restless and upset. His atti-
tudes~towards his foster parents began to ch.ange and he felt 
that ;e coCild no longer remain in that home. A short period 
of em', loyment· was secured for him at a camp and his actions 
there~/attracted a great deal of attention. He wandered about 
in an irresponsible manner, made no attempt at appearing clean 
and h
1
. s various habits were of a compCilisve nature. He showed 
extre e cruelty in his treatment of animals and hurt another 
boy. Frank accepted the plan of discussing his problem with 
a psy hiatrist and this was arranged. 
over 
en co 
with 
shoa 
case 
iden 
In his interview with the psychiatrist Frank brought 
ny deep feelings. The psychiatrist described Frank 
assive dependent personality with compulsive and 
ly sadistic trends. He found it difficult to associate 
ly with other boys due to feelings of inadequacy and 
ity. He had a poor contact with reality, compensating 
ractical fantasied and showed a great deal of anxiety 
is sexual impulses. The psychiatrist recommended 
agement in the direction of healthy group activities 
oys his own age Cinder a kindly interested leader. There 
d also be a substitution of workers as the use of a male 
orker might benefit Frank by promoting a better masculine 
ification. 
1 
Frank w~s given a male caseworker_ who continued along 
the ~eas recommended by the psychiatrist. The boy was encour-
aged /~o move into the other areas of healthy_ social activities 
and as helped to secure part-time employment while completing 
his igh school edCI.cation. 
Frank, as a child, appeared to have acquired many 
anxi ties and insecurities so that he was a U.isturb.ed boy 
when he arrived in this country. There followed a few 
I 
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changes in foster homes before a suitable one was found. This 
,I 
home pr vided a long term placement. so that most of the boyt s 
fears a· d aggressive behavior began to subside as these were il 
I[ 
met by 'in understanding foster mother who maintained a close 
contact with the caseworker. However, his adjustment appeared 
to have been a superficial one as he again presented problems 
as an a olescent. The psychiatrist was able to explore and 
discuss some of the troublesome areas which bothered the 
I 
boy. 'I T :, e transference to a male worker, direction to healthier 
social lctivities and employment were the goals set by the 
casewor er to meet the recommendations which had emerged from 
the psyl·hiatric consultation. 
I 
* * * 
Group III 
I· lthis group the psychiatric consultation was for the 
There 
six re 
referr 
::r 
SEX - LE 
a deeper understanding of clients' capacities 
order to reenforce the casework planning. 
cases in the group and these resulted in 
In two of the case.s, only the parent was 
a boy was referred tw,i.t~e; while in 
two cases the referrals were for children. 
------------
Age at psychiatric referral, thirteen years 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 
LIBRARY 
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This boy was a New American who arrived in this 
country in 1947 under a Children's Aid program. His parents 
had bee' killed in Europe when Charles was nine years old. 
Very li tle was known of what happened to him previous to that 
time as Ji no definite history of the parents was obtainable. 
Accardi g to an aunt in Europe boy claimed that he saw his 
mother ''hot and his father taken to a concentration· camp. 
After t is event he ran into the woods and lived with other 
childre • He appeared to have lived a disorganized life 
in the orests, hiding by day and foraging for food by night, 
facing ertain death if caught. · 
His adjustment when he arrived in this country was 
ult one. He was extremely underweight and appeared 
greatly undernourished. He stuttered a great deal and found 
it diff cult to mingle with crowds or face people. In the I foster 
1 
ome he was afraid to talk over the telephone or go 
to the ·eighborhood store for any purpose .. 
I Charles was placed with a maternal aunt who expresse 
a desir to provide a home for this boy. At the start this ~~=i~~ 1: ~~h~~v~t:~l:y~~o~ ~~=~t o~e:~f~;t a~~i=~~e~;~~n~h~oboy• s 
have th~ boy overeat. Worker discussed this with her in order 
to take pressure off the boy and relieve the foster mother of 
anxiety. This was done by the social worker's arranging for 
frequen medical examinations which began to show almost 
immedia.e health and weight increases so that the boy was 
allowe his own pace in eating. When foster mother complained 
of his ~onstant overplay, worker pointed out the need for 
this bo~ 11 to make up 11 the lost·years of childhood. The worker 
also a ranged for child to join the neighborhood community 
center,!lthe Boy Scouts, in all of which he began to participate 
active]w, and lost his timidity in meeting and forming new 
friends,,L Gradually, as the foster mother began to accept 
Charles
1
r behavior in all areas without pressure or undue anxi-
ety, t~e boy began to show diminishing anxiety, acceptance of 
new sit.lhations and frustrations and lessening of his feelings 
of inse'buri ty. With the worker he was able to begin verbalzin 
the tr umatic incidents of his childhood and was encouraged 
to do o. He also began to accept religious teachings, 
althou he had at first shown skepticism of any religious 
observ 
His relationship in the family group strengthened 
daily o that the family began to move strongly for adoption 
of Cha les. As his neurotic symptoms had either entirely 
disapp ared or diminished to an almost unnoticeable extent 
the ag 'P.cy felt that this adoption plan could be encouraged. 
When t is situation reached a point warranting the evaluation 
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of the inal goal - adoption - psychiatric evaluation was 
arrangej" f::c::::::•:o the psychiatrist Charles did not show 
any ten~ion and appeared to show a well adjasted understanding 
and ple~sing personality. The psychiatrist stated that Charles 
was a h~althy looking and intelligent child and there appeared 
to be nf symptoms of any psychoneurotic traits. The psychia-
trist felt that Charles would continue to make a good social 
adjustm ntand have no difficulty succeeding in whatever he 
did. 
inte,.nsi 
final c 
of the 
the 
boy's 
The caseworker continued. contacts althoagh on a less 
e basis. The principal goal at this point was the 
mpletion of the adoption process and the sustaining 
amily unit involved in this activity. 
n the caseworker first met Charles he presented all 
toms of a disturbed child. The caseworker had the 
task of helping the boy to reach a normal adjustment 
the same time helping the foster mother accept ·the 
itial behavio~r by an ttnderstanding of what was 
occurri g and how she could best help Charles by allowing him 
I 
to gro ~~at his own pace. 
,I 
when t lk boy required help in the medical and social areas 
There was a great deal of assistance 
and the worker utilized resources in the community furnishing 
these · eed.s •· As a boy was finding a new set of parents and. 
parent were acquiring a child, the psychiatric evalttation 
additional professional service utilized at the point 
where gency and worker felt that the seriousness of the 
ibility involved indicated the use of all helpfal 
es available. 
* * * 
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,) 
MR. R. 
SEX - MALE 
I Age a · psychiatric referral, forty-three 
The R family consisted of Mr. and Mrs. R. and their 
five ,hildren, ranging in age from twenty years to six years. 
This family requested the assistance of this agency when the 
_parents appeared at the Foster Eome Department in regard to 
the b~haviour of their fourteen. year old son.· In the initial 
intertiews with these parents, although they claimed that this 
boy was their only source of anxiety, it became rapidly evident 
that ~he marital situation was a very unstable 0ne and that 
the o~her children, especially the two youngest, were also 
suffe ing as a result of their parents' immaturity. 
II . I Mrs. R. claimed that both she and her husband had 
manag,
1 
d te> maintain the family ani t but financial diffical ties 
had c', ased tensions to appear. She broa.ght out in farther 
inter iews with the ·worker that for the last few years they 
had m rely kept up the pretense of living together. Mr. R. 
showe a history of short empleyment periods, then business 
ventu es of his which only ended in increased failures and 
difficulties. This appeared to be a c®nsistent part of 
Mr.· 1 s personality. He was well meaning and intelligent, but 
appe red to be unable to stay out of difficulties and when 
this appened he would run away. The home situation had 
reac ed the breaking point due to the marital and financial 
diff culties and as the children appeared to be serious victims 
in t is situation, three of the children in the family were 
plac d by the Foster Home Department on an emergency basis. 
Mrs. R. complained of many ailments and was helped 
towa~ds hospitalization and treatment. Mr. R. would only make 
an omcasional appearance and when, during this period, he 
beca~e involved with the law, he disappeared from the city 
for ~any months. During this long period of contacts with 
Mr. !nd Mrs. R. the worker was deeply involved in the main-
taining of placement for the children. They showed a great 
deallof hyperactivity and at times uncontrolled behavior, but 
as piacement proceeded this behavior began to subside to 
an ·abceptable norm. When Mr. R. appeared back home worker 
was hble to see him on a more frequent basis. Attempts were 
made to help him in his employment situation in order to 
ablish and maintain the family unit. He began to show 
improvement in his relationship to his wife and a greater 
standing in acc~ptance o~ her physical illness. 
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At the time the agency reached the point where it 
was fel , that the problems of the younger children did not 
warrant !'further placement, prognosis for the stability of the 
parenta~i unit appeared good ana_ plans could be made to. return 
them to li~he home setting. In line with this thinking Mr. R. 
could a~Eept an appointment.for neurological and psychiatric 
evaluat ion. 
The results of the neurological were essentially 
negativE. It was the psychiatrist's diagnosis that Mr. R. 
was of §OOd average intelligence and that he showed no deep 
psychonEurotic problems which could not be handled by continued 
contact€ with caseworker in helping toward job and family 
adjustment. The psychiatrist felt that in this way the man 
might bEpome more competent in accepting and handling his 
economi1 and family situation. 
Jl ·The caseworker continued to work with the family 
as the a;hildren were returned home in order to reenforce them 
in thei.l1l initial attempts towards s,djustment in their own 
home. n attempt was also made to continue with Mr. R. in 
I helping him to secure and maintain employment in the field 
in whicl he showed a particular skill, but after securing 
some he ,IP in this direction Mr. R. broke contact. 
COMMENTS 
--------
Wi~h this family the caseworker was involved in handling 
ll 
a very ~nstable family situation which required at some points 
., 
the use llof many resources. The goal was the rehabilitation 
of the amily heads in order that they accept their normal 
posi tio 1\ and function and provide a stable setting for their 
childre,l. This was accomplished by placement of the children; 
I . 
medical att~ntion for the mother by referral to outpatient 
clinic )f a medical hospital; and a strong effort to build 
and mailtain a relationship with the father in order to allow 
him to ~vail himself of offered help. As the goal became 
the ret~rning of the children to their home, in view of the 
father'? past .lengthy and undependable history, it was felt 
I 
that ps chiatric evalQation woQld be helpfQl as a reenforcement 
li 
in case ork planning and as a protective measure in behalf of 
II 
the chil, dren. This continQed casework with the family unit 
had as its goal the employment of the father and the helping 
of the children to readjQst to the home after a period in 
placeme t. 
* * * 
HAROLD 
SEX - E 
Age at 
I . 
sychiatric referral, ten years and thirteen years 
When Mrs. F. appeared at the agency requesting some 
her son Harold1 the problem of the boy had already 
been o ~ of long dQration. At this point Mrs. F. was legally 
separa ed from her hQsband and there had been many years of 
marita difficQlties, inclQding desertion by Mr. F. and time 
spent ·n jail for non-support of the family consisting of 
Mrs. F.[ and Harold. Mrs. F. maintained employment in various 
waitre ~· jobs at very irregular hours. In her interviews 
with t e caseworker she admitted open neglect and rejection 
of Bar '~d claiming that there was nothing she could offer her 
son in tiew of her circQmstances, either in physical care or 
other eeds. She ·appeared to be a self-centered person and 
denied er son any signs of affection. 
to his 
of the 
and di 
concen 
sivene 
vulgar 
with o 
Harold presented a demoralized picture in relation 
ome and school contacts. He would stay up all hours 
ight waiting for his mother. He truanted frequently 
poorly in school, bQt he appeared to be Qnable to 
rate on his work. He showed a great deal of aggres-
s and destrQctiveness in his home and was coarse and 
in his speech. He was also becoming more involved 
her boys in small thefts. 
Harold was ten years old at this time when in view 
of Mrs F.'s complete inability to handle the boy in his 
home s tting and in order to allow for a period of fQrther 
observ~t·ion,prior to considering foster home placement, he 
was pl~ced at the StQdy Home. He showed a great deal of 
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difficulty in adjusting to this group placement. Teachers 
complai 
1
,ed of his performances at school and in the Study 
Rome he i:appeared to be dissatisfied and unhappy. He became 
eneuret 'c and would walk around with wet trousers. His 
mother las difficult to work with due to her lack of interest 
in main 11aining contact with the agency. 
As these symptoms showed no signs of subsiding, 
referra was made to the agency psychiatrist for evaluation 
and diagnosis of the boy's disturbance. The psychiatrist 
stated hat while Harold showed anxieties in many areas he was 
not dis arbed to such an extent that he could not be helped. 
He felt that the boy was saitable for therapy and that he 
should e referred to a clinic while he remained in the Study 
Home se ting. However, treatmentJ which had been arranged by 
the cas,worker with the clinic, had to be interrupted as 
Mrs. F. jwas unable to continue accepting placement and removed 
the boy. At the same time she rejected any further contact 
with th 11 clinic. -
I Within a period of two years the boy's behavior had 
regress:
1 
d to such a point that ooth school and court authori tier 
.began to pressure for some authoritative control of the boy. 
Mrs. F.;~again appea~ed requesting agency assistance and showing 
even a stronger host'ili ty towards the boy. She characterized 
him as 11 mentally abnormal and completely beyond control. 11 In 
view o the mother's past pattern of behavior the casework 
plan w ·~ for Harold to be placed at Hawthorne a resident 
treatmeht center for children in New York. 
II ·Psychiatric consultation was arranged for Harold 
to fur her evaluate the casework plan which involved serious 
change in the living situation of the boy and his mother. 
It was the consultant's opinion that although Harold was 
cooper tive he showed evidence of emotional instability and 
other sychoneurotic characteristics •. - There was evidence 
of strdlng ambivalency and resentment fe~lings tawards his 
motherjwho although well-meaning was incapable of understandin~ 
his si:aation. It was the psychiatrist's recommendation that 
the pl 11n of placing the boy in the contemplated treatment 
center jwould prove advantageous. 
1 The caseworker worked throagh the necessary 
arrang menta for secaring the boy's admittance to the desired 
settin • This included the furnishing to Hawthorne of the 
comple e history of the situation and all medical, psycholo-
gical d psychiatric records. Both the mother and her son 
coald,lafter a series of interviews, accept the separation 
procesk so that Harold was enabled to proceed towards place-
ment at a residential treatment center. 
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In this case the agency was involved in a long term 
contact. Numerous resources,such as placement, psychiatri~ 
clinic ~nd a resident treatment center, were utilized in order 
:I 
to sust~in and bring some changes into the situation. Although 
Mrs. F. found it difficult to accept agency help in an unde~­
standil. or purposeful manner, she did reappear at the agency 
each ti'e her boy 1 s situation reached a crisis, making it 
evident\that her relationship to the agency had some meaning. 
II 
The acc~ptance by the caseworker of Mrs. F. at these instances 
was the means of enabling Harold to be helped with some 
tangibl~ resources, such as the Study Home, and, later, 
II 
Hawthor·ne. At the first referral the boy's behavior had led 
the worker to question the extent and depth of his instability 
as the plan was for foster home placement.. The result of the 
referra~ led to contact with a treatment clinic. The second 
psychttr1c referral was t.lsed to confirm the casework plan 
of using a residential treatment ~enter away from home by 
again 1bsting the boy's ability at ~hls point to accept help 
offeree! as the past history denoted his unstable emotional 
conditjbn which had become aggravated during the long break 
with ttb agency. The psychiatrist's evaluation cQnfirmed 
this pJln by indicating the fact that this type of casework 
II 
thinki g could be carried out as all the factors involved, such 
I' 
as the 1heed for a residential treatment setting and separation 
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from an ~nstable home and parental condition, were essentials 
which wculd meet the boy 1 s needs. 
* * * 
MRS. F. I 
SEX -. F~MALE 
Age at ];Bychiatric referral, forty-four years. 
William· was bat a few years old when his parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. F. initially appeared at this agency requesting 
care fo their child. 
In the early interviews with the parents and child 
it beca e apparent that the woman showed some signs of a deep 
emotion 1 disturbance. Information secured from the local 
hospitai to which Mrs. F. had been referred for medical attentio~, 
stated ~hat as a result of a psychiatric referral a diagnosis 
of convtrsion hysteria was made. The doctor also felt that 
this wo~n presented a schizoid type of personality and it was 
doubtful whether she could benefit from psychotherapy. At the 
time of her marriage Mrs. F. was twenty years younger than 
her hus)and. Mr. F., in spite of his age, was of youthful 
appeara 1ee and was steadily employed. However, was of a 
rather 3tolid nature and of limited intelligence. He was ·unable 
to acce~t his wife's emotional instability. He began to drink 
heavily and his wife claimed he frequently beat her. Both 
parents appeared to show a great deal of interest in their son. 
The chi d was an attractive and respohsive boy, but it was· 
noticed during visits that the mother was jerky and tense in 
handlin$ of him and the child reacted by screaming, extreme 
anger a~d frustration. 
The caseworker encountered a great deal of blocking 
in worJ~> ng with these parents towards a consideration of 
placeme~t which was indicated. The woman's outbursts of 
hysterik and crying tended to impede any reality thinking. 
However~ the medical needs of the mother resulted in a place-
ment fc~ the child. William showed great improvement in all 
areas ~~ile in the foster home. His temper tantrums ceased 
and he 6
1 
oald accept affection in ~ normal manner. The parents, 
however~ could not accept the limitations of placement. and, 
against,l agency advice, removed their child. 
When William was six the marital situation had 
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reachec a point where the woman made charges against her husband 
in cou~t. Due to the extreme instability of the home the child 
was ad udged neglected and placed in the agency care for one 
year. During this period William gp.ined in health and adjuste d 
well. The parents maintai~ed contact with the caseworker and 
attempvs were made to have the father recognize·his wife's 
illnes:~ as Mrs. F. in her constant and unreal demands upon 
the fo:~ter home -created difficulties in sustaining the placement 
At the same time these parents had reunited, set up 
a home and the marital situation appeared to show some slight 
improvement. In view of the pressure of the parents for the 
return of their son at the end of the court custody period, 
a caseworker planned 1-Jith the mother for acceptance of referral 
to an agency psychiatrist in preparation for the evaluation of 
the hi' e to be submitted to court. l The psychiatrist who interviewed Mrs. F. gave as his opini 
11 
that this woman, although showing hysterical symptoms, 
gave ro evidence of psychosis. He felt that a trial period 
under t~e Foster Rome Department supervision could with 
safetJ to_ the child be. allowed. 
The court granted the parent.s 1 request for their 
child to be returned to the home •. However, this was allowed 
in a robationary basis with the understanding and acceptance 
by thE parents of a supervisory role by the caseworker.of the 
Foste Home Department. 
nitially in this situation the caseworker recognized the 
insta~ility of ~he home and attempted to give some help to 
the c ild bY providing a placement for the boy. The parents 
I 
could! not accept this and interfered in the placement. Even-
tuall~, when the marital relationship deteriorated to the 
I 
exten~ of court action, the caseworker assumed-a collaborative 
role in assisting the court to find a normal home when William 
was removed from his own. Due to the history of the motherrs 
mental illness and current behavior symptoms, psychiatric 
eval 1f:.ttion was requested to help the worker determine the 
:i 
ld 
6o 
II 
responsi~111ties involved in the return of the boy to the home. 
I, 
This evalllation was also helpflll in work'ing ollt with the cotlrt 
a plan 1or contintled supervision so that the agency cot1ld act 
on a prc~ective basis i~ behalf of the child if the horne 
sitllaticn warranted this step. The boy, throughout his 
placernert, showed no evidence of any disttlrbances, btlt adjtlsted 
in such 'a manner that at no'point was there any need for service 
other t 'ian that being furnished by the caseworker. 
* * * 
ARNOLD M. 
SEX - M. ~E 
Age at ~sychiatric referral, eleven years 
Arnold was the fifth child in a family of seven. He l was ala~ a twin to a sister who in early childhood was placed 
II in the tate hospital. . . 
The M. family had been intermittently referred to 
this ag~ncy for variolls services for themselves and their 
childre~. Mr. and Mrs. M. were both unstable personalities 
and the~r marital life was a constant source of mtltual physical 
abtlse o '' thernsel ve s and of the children, as well as desertions 
and inv 1! 1 vrnent with the police on variollS charges. Throt1ghot1t 
this pe :hiod the children S.llffered neglect of every type and 
at no ~frne appeared to_ be the recipients of any parental 
accept~ce or tlnderstanding. 
I 
The family as·a llnit was completely broken up when 
Arnold ~as eight years old. At this time the oldest boy in 
the family was involved in an automobile theft and arrested. 
Mrs. M. became mentally ill and was committed to the state 
hospita~. Mr. M. requested the agency to place the children 
as he w~s incapable of maintaining a horne for them. 
Arnold,with his younger brother, was placed in the 
Study Eome. Arnold appeared to have been markedly influenced 
by his previous environment and he presented a picture of a 
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'I 
I 
distur1~d and aggressive child. He was disinterested in his 
school ~ork, extremely hyperactive, bullying and attempting 
at all ::times to dominate the other children. The caseworker 
remained in contact with the boy as Mrs. M., after her release 
from t1~ state hospital, deserted completely and Mr. M. became progre~~ively more disturbed mentally and was unable to under-
take a· y responsibility. Arnold was an attractive and physi-
cally ealthy child, but an insecure boy who tended to main-
tain ar aggressive type or behavior as a shield for his anxi-
eties. As the relationship with the caseworker continued, 
Arnold began to show acceptance or his group setting. 
In time Arnold could race moving into a rost~r home 
and wi hin a comparatively short period he was functioning 
adequa ely in this home. However, he still retained features 
or hypeiractivity and aggressiveness. It was dtl.ring this · 
initia]l' phase or his adjustment that he brought to the worker's 
attentin the question or circumcision as he felt 11 different 11 
from t e other boys or his religion. However, he was fearful 
or conilemplated surgery and specifically or the use or "needles!'. 
It was jl elt that due to the boy's expressed anxiety and possibl~ 
other ]atent factors involved, psychiatric contact was indicatea 
in prer b.ration for this step. . 
I 
i The psychiatrist felt that the boy had a phobia in 
this fe~r or the needle and that it carried with it a probable 
homose ual connotation. At this time also the boy was showing 
much gtilt over masturbation. Although Arnold showed anxiety, 
in the psychiatrist's opinion the boy was not too disturbed 
and ru,ther treatment was not indicated. The psychiatrist 
advisee contact with the hospital where the operation was to 
take p]ace in order that arrangements be made for the use of 
a narcctic instead or a needle. 
The caseworker completed the plans for the boy's 
hospit~lization. In cooperation with the medical social 
worker the medical staff was made aware or the psychiatric 
recommendations. Arnoldemerged from the operation and rehabi-
litaticp period with a minimum or anxiety. He returned to his 
rosterjbome and reentered into all his routines, such as 
public lschool, religious training for his confirmation, and 
social !!relationships within his group in a comparatively secure 
manner 
I Arnold 1s life the social worker occupied a very 
import,nt role because or the very poor start which had been 
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his. Rei was accepted by the agency on an emergency and pr.otec.:.. 
tive ba~is. Slowly, as he was placed in healthy and under-
standin~ placements and his anxieties and hyperactivities 
were ac~epted by the caseworker, he began to show an adjustment 
to his feality living situations, such as first the Study 
Home an then a foster home. Throughout the caseworker remained 
as the ndividual who gave protective and understanding help 
when Arlold faced a crisis. The request and need for circum-
cision ~as handled as a transitory phase in this boyts living 
pattern The knowledge of the worker of .the boyr s past his-
tory an' some stil~ present symptoms of anxieties made it 
evidentlthat this approaching medical need might prove trau-
matic t the boy. The psychiatrist was in the· position to 
evaluat~ the depth of the boy's fears and at the same time 
9fferedlmedical suggestions for the ctse of the use of the 
hospital staff in the operation process. 
* * * 
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Trre following tables. will show statistically the 
breakdbwn of the activity in the cases. The tables are so 
arranged that they will show the movement.from the point of 
application by the client to the Foster Home Department 
I throug~ the integration of the psychiatric recommendation to 
furthe 1~ oase'twrk service. 
T.ABLE I 
REASONS FOR REQUEST FOR SERVICE 
IN C.ASES STUDIED 
a:teason 
Eroken homes 
qpild behavior problem 
Ill parent or parents 
Total 
Number 
6 
5 
_!±__ 
15 
~he above were the causes present at intake or were 
used ES the basis of request by the client • 
• 
1 child may be accepted for placement on the basis of 
a bro~en home due to death or desertion of a parental figure, 
but aJ the same time may present a difficult behavior problem. 
This ray also be the case where placement is requested on the 
basis of illness or hospitalization of a parent. 
!I I 
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l 
II 6.5 
II 
I TABLE II 
CHILD'S SETTING AT TIME 
II 
OF PSYCHIATRIC REFERRAL 
111 Se;tting Number 
II 
Own home 6 
Foster home 4 
Study Home 
_.1_ 
Total 13 
' 
TABLE III 
NUMBER OF CLIENTS REFERRED 
't FOR PSYCHIATRIC EVALUATION i 
I Clients Male Female Number 
Children* 11, 2 13 
Parents 2 4 6 
. 
Total 19 
*One of the children was referred twice. 
-
I TABLE IV 
J: AGE AND SEX OF CHILDREN 
II REFERRED FOR PSYCHIATRIC EVALUATION 
Age Male Female Number 
II 
6 2 0 2 
7 0 1 l 
8 .l 0 .l 
9 0 l l 
.lO* .l 0 l 
ll l 0 l 
.1.2 l 0 l 
13 3 0 3 
14 0 0 0 
15 l 0 l 
.l6 0 0 0 
17 l 0 _2._ 
Total ll 2 13 
*The same child was referred ali the age of 
thirteen. 
TABLE V 
TIME OF. REFERRAL 
Months of' Contact 
l to 3 
3 to 5 
5 to 7 
7 to 9 
9 to ll 
ll to 13 
13 to 15 
15 to 17 
17 to 19 
23 to 25 
25 "tO 27 
32 to 34 
84 
Number of-Cases 
5 
2 
0 
2 
l 
2 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
-
Total 19 
66 
II 
1\ 
ir 
111-bnths of contact 11 means that the case remained active 
I 
from tb~ :point of contact to :point of referral. 
If TABLE VI 
REASONS FOR REQUESTING 
PSYCHIATRIC REFERRAL 
Reasons 
Ov~rt symptoms of pathology 
emerging during case activity 
For reenforcement of casework 
II lanning through deeper 
lnderstanding of clients' 1 a:pacities and limitations Ev dence of emotional disturbance 
4t point of intake 
~~ Total 
Number 
8 
6 
At \\times the lines of demarcation separating the above 
reasons .are very shaded. This is tG be somewhat expected in 
II 
view of lithe fact that personality deviations from the norm 
II 
' 
are at lo.ints difficult to separate into clear cut categories. 
As in t~e last reason, the 0 vidence of emotional disturbance 
at point! of intake may be sublimated and thus appear eventually 
' 
in one cf the other groups. 
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TABLE VII 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PSYCHIATRIC INTERVIEWS 
' 
Nur ber ®:f Number ef Interviews Total Number 
Re e.rrals :fer each Referral ®:f Interviews 
13 1 13 
2 2 4 
1, 3 3 2 I 4 8 l 
I .5. --i -... 
Po tal l9 33 
-·. 
-
i 
' 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
il 
II 
TABLE ·viii 
PSYCHIATRIC RECOMMENDATION AND 
TO WHAT EXTENT CARRIED ODT 
Ps,~ch2a tr·1.c Recommenda. tiona To What Extent Carried 
Out by Worker 
Fully PartialLY None 
Ch ld to be placed in group 
sttting Mo her's referral for medical 
t eatment 
Bolj to be placed in treatment 
c~nter 
I Mo"'her to 
II c~sework 
receive :rurther 
nelp 
placed in treatment Boy to be 
c~nter c~!~ld to remain in foster 
~.~me 
C:t'lild.. to be removed from group 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
e~tting to foster home * 
Treatment at a mental hygiene 
clinic * 
D~fer return of child and refer 
I ~rent to psychiatric clinic 
or guidance 
Referral to a child guidance 
ct:linic 
c~ sework service in the home 
, nd return of children to 
1 orne 
R ferral to a psychiatric 
!11.nlc 
·u~e of a male caseworker 
E~courage complet.Lon of 
b~y 1 s adoption 
II Co~t1nued casework help 
* 
* 
* 
* 
U~e of psychiatric clinic * 
P!!-acement at treatment center * 
C~ild to be returned home under 
I prial period of oQservation * 
Oontact with medical social 
II service 
* 
Total i6 
* 
* 
* 
Ill 
CHAPTER VI 
S DMMARY MQ ...;:;.C...=.O=..NC=L=D:.::S;_::I:..::;0.::.:.N::::.S 
Al~hou.gh it is recognized thait integration of the case-
work w1th the psychiatric services is a produ.ctive one, there 
are prcblems faced in this fu.sion of services. The principal 
ones ale (1) what are the reasons for requesting psychiatric 
consuliation in the casework treatment and (2) how are these 
recommendations u.tilized effectively in further casework 
' 
treatmf' t. · . 
I attempting to find answers to the above the writer invest~gated in all of the cases u.sed the casework activity 
I) 
preced ~g psychiatric consultation; ~he points in the case-
work a tivity where there is an integration of casework 
and ps chiatry; the reasons for requesting psychiatric 
consul~ation; the recommendations farnished by the psychiatrist !I 
to the,caseworker and the extent to which these recommendations 
were u. ed by the caseworker in farther planning. 
II I~volved in the casework activity, both preceding and 
following the psychiatric evalaation-and recommendation, were 
the ma~y commu.nity resources and services. Those ~esources 
playin~ the greatest part during the casework contact were 
the sc~ools, the adult and children's psychiatric clinics and 
the meiical hospitals~ 
In regard to the medical needs of the child, there is 
a working relationship with the Beth Israel Hospital and other 
70 
hospita ·s according to indicated treatment needs. 
Fo' psychiatric treatment purposes the Foster Home 
/1 Departm~nt uses the Habit Clinic, the Children's Center, the 
li 
Judge :.aker Foundation and other hospital psychiatric clinics. 
II 
The req~ests for services at the above sources usually by far 
outnumb~r the facilities available to serve with the result 
that for the most part there is a waiting period before treat-
ment.is undertaken. For special needs and on a limited basis 
there are available out-of-state residential treatment centers 
for bOJS and girls between the ages of ten and seventeen. 
These scr:-e the Hawthorne-Cedar Knolls School in Hawthorne, 
New York and Bellefaire in Cleveland, Ohio. 
· . T~e additional nrofessional services of the Foster Home LLI ~ 
Department are the Study Home, the Adolescent Unit, the foster 
homes,jthe agency doctors, the consulting psychiatrists, the 
psycho .ogist, the nurse and the homefinder. The casework 
relatiJnship and activity were observed in the movements 
of the 'child from disturbing settings to more comfortable· 
ones a.J,d~the recognition by the caseworker of the results of 
these nvironmental changes. Throughout the casework activity 
in the cases stud·ied, basically the caseworkers retained their 
functi ns of treating the reality and social situations of 
II indivia,uals involveu by preventing or ameliorating set~ings 
!I 
whicn ~nduced or aggravated psychological stress and 
disabl~ng forces. 
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n the fifteen cases used for this study there were a 
total,
1
of nineteen referrals to the psychiatrist. Thirteen 
refer~als were for children and am?ng this number one boy was 
I 
referfied twice. Of these thirteen referrals eleven were for 
boys lnd two for girls. 
Jhere were six referrals of parents of which four were 
mothe s and two were f'athers. In three of the cases both 
child and paren~ were referred and in another three cases 
only ~he parent. In chese last three cases where only a 
parenjf. was referred, it does not necessarily preclude the 
fact bat the child did nor or was not receiving some needed 
I 
I 
psych 'atric help a~ a childrents clinic as arranged ny the 
casewJrker. 
'~he ages of the children at the time of referral 
range< from six years to seventeen years with the largest 
numbe , eight, appearing at the start of the pre-adolescent 
throueh the adolescent period. 
r.he length of contact preceding the referral varied 
from he "one-three months" period to seven.years. In the 
one c~se which shows the longest period of contact, seven 
years the history denotes that there had been a psychiatric 
conta< t at an earlier point, but the manner of contact could 
not f t into the method or scope of this thesis. Some of the 
other cases haa. similar experiences, such as attendance at 
eithel hospital psychiatric clinics or children's guldance 
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( 
clinic .I, 
Th~ reasons for requesting the psychiatric referral for 
the nin~,teen clien~s appeared ~o evolve into ~hree groups 
as indicated in Table VI. Initial planning appeared question-
'' 
able wi h five due to the symptoms of emotional disturbance 
which a)peared at the point of intake. The evaluation by 
~he psy~niatrlst :t'urn..t.shed tne worker wi~n aa.dltlonal deeper 
knowled~e of the individual towards determining the value 
II 
of plac~ment or the type of placement to best serve the client. 
II Ov rt symptoms of pathology appeared during the case 
activit in a second group of eight clients. This disturbing 
behavior prevented an acceptable adjustment by the client 
II 
and blocked further planning by the caseworker until the 
psychiatrist evaluated the personality on a deeper level 
than cc~uld be done in casework treatment. 
~ ~~ third group of six clients was referred in order 
to secL'~e additional clarification for reenforcement of 
' 
casewo r planning through a deeper understanding of client 1 s 
capaci]l~es and limitations ~o handle "the goals .set -oy the 
casewo ,1ker. 
d 
:tflere were a Gotal of -unil''ty-i.Jnree in"tervie'\vS with the 
psychi~~rist as the result of the nineteen referrals. Thirteen 
clien"t naa. only one interview. One clien"t had five, which ,, . 
was.the largest number used by the psychiatrist for any 
member of this study. 
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Ea·h referral resulted in some form of recommendation by 
II 
the psyphiatrist to the caseworker. With sixteen clients the 
II recomme~dations were fully integrated into the follow-up 
casewori service and planning. In the cases of three of the clients~the recommendations were only partially carried out. 
In no c~se was the recommendation of the psychiatrist complete]~ 
set asi~e as activity with client continued. 
R E C 0 M M E N D A T I 0 N S 
Ttis the:i: :o:c:r:ed ~t:e~f-with the Foster Home I 
Departm/ nt and its primary function which is to help the child 
derive phe utmost benefit from placement. The contribution 
'I 
of the ~sychiatric evaluation and recommendation was of 
positivi value in each of the referrals in this thesis. In 
some tb~s value was greater than in others, as might be expecte 
due to ·the degree of the personality disturbance at the point 
I 
of ·refJe:rral. 
T b number, 
I! depth and variety of behavior symptoms 
create :r=t variety of a:ndi tiona which might impel a caseworker 
II 
to req .~st psychiatric referral consultation at various times 
!I 
or poirts. This poses the question of how it is determined 
at which point of referral is the fullest measure of value 
securec by the client. 
I for fuJ,1ther exploration in that area. 
There appears to be a definite need 
A placement service, guided of neces s.i ty by the limitation 
of its structure and function, might evaluate the use of 
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A P P E N D I X 
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I ~ 
H 
If 
DATE DF CASE ACTIVITY 
SEX 0 CLIENT 
SCHEDULE 
AGE A"[ PSYCHIATRIC REFERRAL 
TYPE CF PRESENTING PROBLEM: I . 
CHILD BEHAVIOR PROBLEM 
;pROTECTIVE CARE 
Broken Heme 
; Illness of Child 
Illness of Parent or Parents 
!iOURT CASES 
.l 
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" 
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CASE\'/0 ~ ACTIVITY 
II 
RESULT l 
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1: 
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